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Abstract

The raison d’être of meiosis is shuffling of genetic information via
Mendelian segregation and, within individual chromosomes, by DNA
crossing-over.These outcomes are enabled by a complex cellular program in
which interactions between homologous chromosomes play a central role.
We first provide a background regarding the basic principles of this pro-
gram.We then summarize the current understanding of the DNA events of
recombination and of three processes that involve whole chromosomes: ho-
molog pairing, crossover interference, and chiasma maturation. All of these
processes are implemented by direct physical interaction of recombination
complexes with underlying chromosome structures. Finally, we present con-
vergent lines of evidence that the meiotic programmay have evolved by cou-
pling of this interaction to late-stage mitotic chromosome morphogenesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Meiosis is the modified cellular program in which haploid gametes (e.g., sperm and egg) are pro-
duced from a diploid progenitor germ cell. Union of male and female gametes in a zygote then
restores the basic cellular diploid state. A central component of this program is shuffling of ge-
netic information such that each gamete genome receives a different combination of genes from
the two parents. As such, meiosis is fundamental to sexual reproduction. The general view from
outside the field is that meiosis is complicated. One goal of this review is to ameliorate this im-
pression. Meiosis can essentially be viewed as the mitotic program with a very few modifications
which allow (a) recombination between, and segregation of, homologous maternal and paternal
chromosomes (known as homologs) followed by (b) an additional round of segregation of sister
chromatids, which thus produces haploid gametes. We provide an overall conceptual framework
and key references that readers can use as a tour guide for further, deeper investigation.

We hope this article will be useful both to newcomers, especially those fromoutside the classical
genetic, molecular, and cytological communities, and to those who may be familiar with some, but
not all, aspects of the process. We also note that meiotic functions are important not only per se
but also because activation of meiosis-specific genes in somatic cells can play key roles in initiation
and/or maintenance of malignant phenotypes in cancer cells.

Our approach necessarily involves (a) considerable oversimplification, particularly with regard
to variations among different organisms, including nonmodel organisms (1, 211); (b) omission of
citations of vast numbers of important primary publications and researcher contributions; and
(c) speculative, idiosyncratic, and/or controversial suggestions that, nonetheless, aim to unify
known phenomena and promote further discussion.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. One Round of DNA Replication and Two Rounds of Segregation

In mitosis, a round of DNA replication is followed by segregation of sister chromatids to op-
posite poles, thereby restoring the original chromosome configuration (Figure 1a). By contrast,
during meiosis, a single round of DNA replication is followed by two rounds of chromosome
segregation (meiosis I and meiosis II), as required to produce haploid gametes from a diploid
progenitor cell. At meiosis I (MI), homologs segregate to opposite poles (a process that never oc-
curs during the mitotic program). Meiosis II (MII) sister chromatids segregate as during mitosis
(Figure 1b).

During mitosis (and MII), movement of sister chromatids to opposite poles requires that the
segregating entities be connected. This connection occurs specifically between centromere re-
gions. When all sister pairs have achieved bipolar orientation, the spindle checkpoint is satisfied
and anaphase is allowed to proceed. The same principle applies during MI (120): Movement of
homologs to opposite poles is again ensured by connectedness between the segregating units. In
most organisms, this connection is provided by the presence of one or a few reciprocal crossovers,
each involving one chromatid of each homolog, in combination with linkage (cohesion) between
sister chromatids along their lengths (397). The resulting configuration is visible cytologically
at metaphase I, where the crossover-correlated linkages comprise chiasmata (Figure 1b–d). At
anaphase I, release of intersister arm connections allows homologs to move to opposite poles.
Centromere/kinetochore regions of sister chromatids remain connected and are released later, in
mitosis-like fashion, at MII. The meiotic process also requires appropriate modifications of ki-
netochore orientations and spindle function and suppression of DNA replication in the period
between the two divisions.
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Figure 1

Meiosis: segregation and crossovers. (a,b) Comparison of the mitotic and meiotic programs. Meiosis uniquely involves segregation of
homologs (Mom and Dad) at the first of two divisions (meiosis I). This process requires a physical connection between homologs,
usually provided by one or more crossovers between nonsister homolog chromatids, each seen cytologically as a chiasma (b, inset).
(c) The nature of a chiasma was first appreciated by Janssens based on figures seen at anaphase of the first division (193). Panel adapted
from Reference 193. (d) Janssens’s hypothesis was proven by differential BrdU labeling of sister chromatids, which directly revealed
exchange of nonsister chromatids at chiasma sites. Panel depicts (left) a diagnostic image, adapted with permission from Tease & Jones
(333); (middle) corresponding chromatid paths of homologs (pink and green, with BrdU-labeled chromatids in darker color); and (right)
crossing-over at the DNA level. Panel d middle and right images adapted with permission from Martin White. (e) Panel depicts what
was first described by Muller (249) as the tendency for genetic double crossovers to be fewer than expected by random distribution.
Panel adapted from Reference 249. ( f ) Adder’s tongue fern Ophioglossum vulgatum has a total of 2n = 1,260 chromosomes, every
homologous pair of which exhibits at least one chiasma at meiosis I (right, partly enlarged), in accord with the strict requirement for the
obligatory crossover. Panel adapted with permission from Reference 256 (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0). Abbreviation: CO, crossover.

2.2. Evolutionary Rationale: Genetic Shuffling

The fundamental raison d’être of sexual reproduction is the shuffling of genetic information,
thereby creating favorable new combinations of alleles and/or disrupting unfavorable allele com-
binations (233, 347). The mechanics of the two meiotic divisions shuffle information at the
whole-chromosome level. In accord with Mendel’s laws, at MI, the homologs of a given chromo-
some segregate randomly to one or the other spindle pole, and this choice is made independently
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for each chromosome. However, Mendelian segregation does not provide for shuffling of alleles
along an individual chromosome.This effect requires crossover recombination between homologs
at the DNA level.

This genetic consequence of crossing-over is the evolutionarily selected effect of recombi-
nation rather than its mechanical role in ensuring homolog segregation. Indeed, MI homolog
segregation is sometimes achieved by connections that do not involve crossing-over (famously, in
Bombyx mori females and Drosophila melanogaster males) (3, 169, 291). However, this effect is only
ever observed in one sex of a given organism, usually the heterogametic sex [perhaps in relation
to limited homology between the maternal and paternal chromosomes (211)], in accord with an
essential evolutionary role for crossing-over.

Along any given chromosome, crossovers occur at different positions in different nuclei but,
nonetheless, always tend to be evenly spaced. This phenomenon, known as crossover interference,
was originally discovered genetically (249) (Figure 1e). It is also seen cytologically in the even
spacing of chiasmata and, at earlier stages of meiosis, of chromosome-associated recombination
complexes along prophase chromosomes (see Section 6).

Interference is of central importance from an evolutionary perspective. Total crossover lev-
els can be a critical parameter for evolutionary success, and crossover interference is often
a primary determinant of total crossover number (although other effects can also be promi-
nent) (141, 143). If interference operates over longer or shorter distances, the result is fewer or
more crossovers, respectively, and thereby less or more shuffling. Additionally, the tendency for
crossovers to be evenly spaced, per se, increases genetic shuffling (347), perhaps providing an
additional rationale for the existence of interference. Notably, even though chiasmata mediate
homolog segregation, large increases in chiasma numbers do not detectably affect chromosome
stability, at least in plants (67, 188), suggesting that the evolutionary role of interference lies
elsewhere.

The mechanical role of crossing-over for MI homolog segregation does have one specific im-
plication: Each homolog pair must acquire at least one crossover. This requirement is referred to
as the obligatory crossover (166), and the mechanisms by which it is achieved collectively com-
prise crossover assurance (317). This is especially notable because a given homolog pair usually
acquires only one or a few crossovers. Several features are involved in obligation and assurance.
As described in Section 6, the substrate for crossover interference is an array of a large number
of recombination intermediates. The number of such intermediates and the parameters of the
patterning process usually ensure that at least one intermediate will be designated a crossover.
Thereafter, progression of designated interaction(s) through subsequent biochemical steps must
be efficient enough that at least one finally yields a mature crossover product. In aberrant situ-
ations where one or more of these effects is compromised, compensatory effects come into play
(see Section 4.2).

Some organisms lack crossover interference. In these cases, crossover number per homolog
pair is Poisson distributed among different nuclei, but the average frequency is high enough to
ensure that zero-crossover pairs are rare.

Additionally, when the obligatory crossover is absent, backup connection mechanisms are
present to ensure that homologs still segregate properly much of the time. Such connections
often involve specialized localization of the synaptonemal complex (SC) to centromeres and/or
heterochromatin associations (81, 97, 153, 281).

The importance of the obligatory crossover is dramatically illustrated by adder’s tongue fern,
whose chromosome complement comprises 630 homolog pairs, every one of which is connected
by a single chiasma (256) (Figure 1f ).
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2.3. Four Fundamental Challenges for Interactions Between Homologs

The most fundamental and unique feature of the meiotic process is a highly programmed series
of interactions between homologs, which, in aggregate, set the stage for their segregation at MI.
One important component, of course, is the occurrence of biochemical recombination at theDNA
level (see Sections 3 and 4). However, centrally important events must also occur at the level of
whole chromosomes. Three such effects can be recognized.

First, homologous chromosomes must find each other, and become coaligned along their
lengths, without being entangled in other chromosomes. That is, homologs must be regularly
paired (see Section 5).

Second, crossover interference is a phenomenon of spatial patterning and thus requires
communication along the lengths of whole chromosomes (see Section 6).

Third, local crossing-over at the DNA level must be accompanied by an analogous exchange
at the chromosome level to provide continuous structure along the paths of the two involved
chromatids (see Section 7).

Completion of this program requires hours in budding yeast but days or weeks in some organ-
isms, especially vascular plants, which have very long chromosomes. Since DNA recombination
per se can be completed in minutes, this dramatic prolongation of meiotic prophase likely reflects
the complexities of whole-chromosome events, most notably homolog pairing (301).

Together these considerations raise a fundamental question: How are the DNA events of re-
combination andwhole-chromosome processes locally coordinated in time and space?The answer
lies in the facts that (a) meiotic interhomolog interactions occur when chromosomes are in an
organized state, with chromatin loops displayed along structural axes, and (b) throughout the pro-
gram, DNA recombination complexes are physically associated with those axes, with functional
interplay between local and whole-chromosome events at every stage.These effects are integrated
by nucleus-wide progression factors provided by global cell cycle control. In Section 8,we propose
a rationale for the evolution of meiosis from the mitotic program that can account for these basic
features.

2.4. Basics of the Meiotic Program

Several fundamental features of meiosis underlie all basic processes.

2.4.1. Classical stages. The meiotic interhomolog interaction program (396) is implemented
after DNA replication during a prolonged prophase-like period, so called because at this stage
chromosomes are long, thin individualized units (Figure 2a,c,e) as during mitotic prophase (213).
At the light microscope level, the two homologs (each comprising a pair of sister chromatids) are
initially separate entities. They progressively come into spatial coalignment at a significant dis-
tance (pairing), after which they become progressively juxtaposed into a single morphological unit
comprising all four chromatids (synapsis) (Figure 2a,c,e). These events define the classical meiotic
stages of leptotene (culminating in coalignment), zygotene (partial synapsis), and pachytene (com-
plete synapsis). Then, in a prometaphase-like transition (diplotene), chromosomes become short
and compact and all connections between homologs are lost except at chiasmata to give the final
metaphase I configuration (Figure 2b,d). The DNA events of recombination occupy the entire
period from leptotene to/through diplotene (270) (Figure 2f; Sections 3–6).

2.4.2. Chromosome axes. Throughout prophase, each homolog is organized as a cooriented
sister linear loop array with a single conjoined sister-chromatid axis (Figure 3a,b). Along this
structure, loops are closely packed with an evolutionarily conserved density (∼20 per micron)
(184). Loop lengths are relatively uniform, for example, varying by less than twofold in a given

www.annualreviews.org • Meiosis: Dances Between Homologs 5
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Classical cytologically defined stages of meiosis (a–e). (a,b) Light microscope images of squashed rye chromosomes from (a, left) early
prophase through (b, right) anaphase I. Panels a and b adapted from Reference 396. (c) Fluorescence imaging of Sordaria macrospora
chromosomes illustrates the progression of pairing including (middle) coalignment and (right) synapsis. Axes are visualized by cohesin
Spo76/Pds5-GFP. Panel adapted from Reference 91. (d) Differential fluorescence labeling of the genome complements of an F1 hybrid
of Festuca pratensis (turfgrass; red) × Lolium multiflorum (ryegrass; green) indicates the sites of chiasmata between the red and green
chromosomes from (left) diplotene to (right) anaphase I (A. Lukaszewski, D. Kopecky & G. Linc, personal communication). Panel
obtained by method described in Reference 190. (e) Electron microscopy reconstructions of serial sections through Sordaria nuclei at
the (left) coalignment stage and (middle) early zygotene stage. Segments of bars between homolog axes indicate SC initiation sites; the
nucleolus is indicated in gray. Serial sections through a budding yeast pachytene nucleus (right) show full synapsis. The left and middle
images of panel e are adapted from Reference 394, and the right image is adapted with permission from Reference 35. ( f ) DNA events
of recombination occupy all of prophase. Abbreviations: DSB, double-strand break; SC, synaptonemal complex.

region (397). Sister loopmodules are in phase at the structural level (397); however, loops at corre-
sponding positions along sister axes do not always contain exactly corresponding DNA sequences
(368), which is also seen for mitotic chromosomes (264). Because loop density is conserved,
changes in axis length are accompanied by reciprocal alterations in loop size, with shorter/longer
loops resulting in longer/shorter axes, without any change in basic axis structure (e.g., 128, 258).
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Figure 3

Axes and the SC. (a) Schematic of meiotic chromosome organization. (Top) Along each chromatid, chromatin
is organized into a linear array of loops that are spaced at an evolutionarily conserved density along a
structural axis, the assembly of which creates the linear array. (Bottom) Sister chromatid linear loop arrays are
cooriented and tightly juxtaposed via a morphologically single conjoined axis. Panel adapted from
Reference 184. (b) Direct visualization of cooriented sister linear loop arrays along coaligned midge
homologs displayed by surface spreading. Panel adapted with permission from Reference 178.
(c) Organization of HORMA-domain axis components HTP1/2 and HTP3 along worm pachytene
chromosomes seen in high-resolution microscopy. Panel adapted from Reference 368. (d) The SC, showing
(left) a schematic of the homolog axes (blue and green) linked by SC central region components (black) and
(right) corresponding electron microscopy picture of the Sordaria SC. (e) SIM images of maize pachytene
chromosomes illustrating (left) compact chromatin along (right) axes of SCs. Panel adapted from Reference
356. ( f ) Schematic of SC middle region organization. Panel adapted from Reference 399 (CC BY 4.0).
(g) Model for tetramer organization of meiotic axis components SYCP2/SYCP3. Panel adapted from
Reference 364 (CC BY 4.0). Abbreviation: SC, synaptonemal complex.

Mitotic prophase axis structure is directly analogous to that of meiosis, with cooriented linear
loop arrays and the same (conserved) loop density (184, 213, 306). Indeed, in muntjac, mitotic and
meiotic prophase axes are identical in length (184).

Axes in both programs comprise a queue of locally AT-rich sequences that are cohesin-binding
sites (22, 302), plus a meshwork of structural components that include cohesin(s), condensin(s),
and topoisomerase II (TopoII) (124, 132, 149, 189, 303, 345, 368) (e.g., Figure 3c). For cohesins
and condensins, mitotic and meiosis-specific versions often collaborate. Meiosis-specific axis
components (e.g., HORMAD proteins and others) are also present (107, 129, 189, 283). Co-
hesins, condensins, ubiquitination, SUMOylation, chromatin modifications, phosphorylation/
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dephosphorylation, and transcription have all been implicated in determining axis assembly
and/or axis length (45, 140, 345, 362, 378). Nonetheless, in both programs, how close-packed
linear arrays of loops arise remains an important mystery (124).

2.4.3. Pairing, synapsis, and separation. Leptotene pairing comprises coalignment of ho-
molog axes at a distance of ∼400 nm, and synapsis during zygotene/pachytene comprises the
installation of the SC between those axes (335, 394, 396) (Figure 2d). The SC is a nearly uni-
versally meiosis-specific structure that brings homolog axes together at a distance of ∼100 nm
(109, 121, 157, 198, 299, 393) (Figure 3d). Chromatin loops emanate outward from the two
axes (242) (Figure 3e). Within the SC, sister chromatid arrays are stacked one above the other
(189, 254). In the electron microscopy (EM)-defined SC structure, homolog axes are linked by
a central region comprising a close-packed array of coiled-coil transverse filaments that emanate
outward in both directions from a specialized central element to contact meiosis-specific com-
ponents of the corresponding axes (Figure 3d,f,g). If appropriate nucleation is provided and/or
normal homology-dependent interactions are absent, the SC can form between axes of unrelated
chromosomes (219, 397).

Diplotene involves longitudinal chromosome shortening and compaction plus global loss of
the SC, with resultant separation of homologs, except at chiasmata (Figure 2b,d). By analogy with
mitotic prometaphase (55, 113), shortening likely involves a reduction in the number of chro-
matin loops with a concomitant reciprocal increase in chromatin loop length. However, meiotic
diplotene and mitotic prometaphase differ significantly with respect to sister chromatid cohesion.
In meiosis, cohesion is maintained along the lengths of chromosomes, as required for MI segre-
gation. By contrast, in mitosis, sisters become well individualized, although they do remain linked
by periodic intersister bridges (55).

2.4.4. Recombination. Meiotic recombination is highly programmed, with tight regulation
at every step, and occurs specifically between homolog chromatids (see Sections 3 and 4). This
contrasts dramatically with recombinational repair in mitotic cells, which occurs in response to
spontaneous chromosome damage and usually between sister chromatid partners (36, 165). In
addition, in mitotic cells, double-strand breaks (DSBs) are often repaired in the alternative process
of nonhomologous end joining (165), but, duringmeiosis, this latter option is avoided or repressed,
except in special circumstances (4, 136, 207, 210, 224, 319, 383).

Just as for structural features, meiotic recombination recruits molecular components from mi-
totic DNA processes, along with meiosis-specific paralogs and uniquely meiotic proteins (155).
Type I and type II topoisomerases, helicases, RecA homologs and their collaborators, and compo-
nents of the DNA mismatch repair system have all been co-opted and/or repurposed to serve the
specialized challenges of meiosis.

In brief (Figure 2f ), recombination initiates by programmed DSBs at early leptotene (see
Section 3). One of the two DSB ends identifies and interacts with its allelic partner on a ho-
molog chromatid. After this step, a select few interactions are designated to become (evenly
spaced) crossovers. The remaining majority are fated to mature without an exchange of flank-
ing regions, as noncrossovers. Most organisms exhibit one or a few crossovers per homolog
pair, while the numbers of DSBs and of noncrossovers increase with genome size. For example,
crossover:noncrossover ratios can be 1:50 or more in polyploid plants (265). The two types of
recombination interactions then undergo further processing during zygotene/pachytene and are
finally completed during pachytene/diplotene.

2.4.5. Recombination/structure association. Recombination complexes occur in direct phys-
ical association with longitudinal structures (e.g., axes and/or SCs) at every stage (160, 184, 397)
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(Figure 4). This association is required for virtually every step of DNA recombination and for
every recombination-related whole-chromosome process.

Existence of this association emerged from EM observations. Dense nodules were found to
occur along the SC at late pachytene, with numbers and spacing predicted for crossovers (42)
(Figure 4a,b). Additional nodules, associated with individual axes or SCs and more numerous,
were observed at earlier stages (leptotene to mid-pachytene) and inferred to represent earlier
recombination complexes (397, 398) (Figure 4b). Recombination complexes are also visible as
discrete molecular ensembles (foci) via fluorescent or EM-visualized immunogold tags (240, 241,
367, 398) (Figure 4c,d; see Section 4).

Recombination complexes associate with individual chromosome axes prior and prerequisite
to initiation of recombination (Figure 4e, subpanels i,ii, and 4f; Section 3). Recombination
initiation occurs at genomic positions that lie between sites involved in axis formation, leading
to the idea that recombination complexes form in chromatin loops and are indirectly tethered

(Caption appears on following page)
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Figure 4 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Axis/SC-association of recombination complexes. (a, right) EM serial sections of Drosophila melanogaster female SC with associated
nodular structures (now called recombination nodules) and (left) schematic reconstitution. Panel adapted with permission from
Reference 42. (b) Pachytene SCs exhibit both (top) large crossover-correlated nodules and (bottom, arrows) smaller nodules, which
represent a subset of noncrossover complexes. Panel adapted from Reference 388. (c) SIM fluorescence image of Sordaria pachytene
chromosomes. Axes are visualized by cohesin Spo76/Pds5-GFP and sites of crossovers by foci of the E3 ligase Hei10. Panel adapted
from Reference 84 (CC BY-NC 4.0). (d) Caenorhabditis elegans crossover recombination complexes (green, blue, and red) colocalize
between the two homolog axes (HTP-3; gray), with which they are in direct contact. Panel adapted with permission from
Reference 367. (e, i–vi) Diagram of the progression from early leptotene through zygotene SC nucleation. (i) Recombination complexes
(red) are first associated with chromatin loop sequences (red X), which are next (ii) physically associated with chromosome axes (blue and
green). (iii) DSB formation occurs in these complexes: One DSB end identifies the corresponding sequence on the homolog, which it
engages in a nascent D-loop. (iv) The new nascent D-loop complex is associated with its corresponding axis. Unknown events then
bring homolog axes into coalignment juxtaposition, linked by DNA/recombination complexes, which are displayed on and/or between
the two axes (purple). (v) Interaxis bridges, now also containing structural components, allow axis-associated recombination complexes
(red) to relocate to a between-axis position. Bridges then shorten, thereby (vi) nucleating SC formation (gold bars), which proceeds
asymmetrically from the former bridge position. ( f–k) Illustrations of chromosomes corresponding to subpanels i to vi in panel e.
( f ) Single-strand binding protein RPA (with axis component SYCP3). Panel adapted with permission from Reference 241.
(g,h) Coaligned homolog axes are linked by DNA/recombination complexes. (g) Mer3 helicase foci are in matching pairs on invisibly
linked axes. Panel adapted from Reference 325. (h) EM image of immunogold-labeled RAD51/DMC1. Panel adapted with permission
from Reference 240. (i) Paired RPA foci link homolog axes. Panel adapted with permission from Reference 263. ( j) Contracting bridges
marked by Msh4. (k) EM picture of Sordaria asymmetric SC formation nucleated at the site of a crossover-correlated recombination
complex (large arrow; small arrows indicate smaller nodules). Panels j and k adapted from Reference 91. Abbreviations: CO, crossover;
DSB, double-strand break; EM, electron microscopy; EN, early nodule; LN, late nodule; rec, recombination; RN, recombination
nodule; SC, synaptonemal complex.

to underlying axes (22, 171, 201, 238, 274, 303, 374) (Figure 4e, subpanels i,ii). Other, more
dynamic scenarios for association involving adjustment of loop base positioning are also possible,
as inferred for mitotic DSB repair (13, 124).

DSBs identify and then interact with corresponding partner sequences on their homologs and
mediate axis coalignment (Figure 4e, subpanel iii; see Sections 4 and 5). During this process,
DSB/partner interactions also become axis associated. The outcome of this process is a configu-
ration in which matching pairs of recombination complexes occur along the lengths of the axes,
with one DSB end in each complex (Figure 4e, subpanel iv, and 4g,h).

Next, crossover interference is implemented. In some organisms, it is known to be imposed
upon the array of coalignment connections, with concomitant SC nucleation; in other cases, it is
suggested to be imposed after SC formation (see Section 6). In either case, SC formation is ac-
companied by movement of recombination complexes from an on-axis to a between-axis position
on SC central regions. This process first involves relocalization to interaxis bridges, which then
contract to give close juxtaposition of axes and SC nucleation (91) (Figure 4e, subpanels v,vi,
and 4j,k).

Crossover products arise within prominent SC-associated complexes (see Section 7) at late
pachytene or possibly during diplotene, when small bits of SC plus associated crossover com-
plexes often remain at the sites of emerging chiasmata (see Section 7). By contrast, as defined in
budding yeast, noncrossover products arise around mid-pachytene (8), and, in all organisms, cor-
responding recombination complexes are released from the SCs at or before this stage as indicated
by reductions in the number of recombination-correlated nodules and foci (e.g., 84, 240, 241).

3. DNA RECOMBINATION PART I: INITIATION

3.1. DSBs via Axis-Associated Transesterase Complexes

Meiotic recombination is initiated by DSBs, catalyzed by a transesterase mechanism derived from
that of a topoisomerase (TopoVI) (rather than by hydrolysis, as for restriction enzyme cleavage)
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(199, 297, 374) (Figure 5a). In accord with this topoisomerase-like mechanism, Spo11 protein,
which catalyzes DSB formation, remains covalently bound to the 5ʹ ends of the DSB, where it
directs ensuing events. The 5ʹ strand termini are specifically resected by the combined effects of
endo- and exonucleases to give long (0.5–1 kb) overhanging single-stranded tails with 3ʹ ends,
suitable for invading an intact partner duplex and eventual extension by a DNA polymerase
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Figure 5 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Recombination. (a) Spo11 cleaves DNA by a transesterase mechanism, with nucleophilic attack by an −OH group on the protein. As a
result, the protein remains covalently attached to the 5ʹ strand ends at the cleavage site. Panel adapted from Reference 174. (b) Endo-
and exonucleolytic cleavage produce Spo11-oligo products and result in the resection of 5ʹ ends to give 3ʹ single-stranded DNA tails.
Panel adapted from image provided by Soonjoung Kim and Scott Keeney. (c) A current model for canonical events of meiotic
recombination, emphasizing sequential events at first (leading) and second (lagging) DSB ends and distinctions between the (top)
crossover and (bottom) noncrossover pathways. (See Section 4.1.3.1 for complexities.) (d–f ) Interference-mediated designation of SC
nucleations with embedded crossover interference. (d) Undifferentiated recombination interactions (precursors to patterning) undergo
three fates. Some give rise to SC nucleations which exhibit interference (gray). A minority subset of these SC nucleation sites are also
designated to mature as patterned (interfering) crossovers (red); the remainder are matured as noncrossovers (blue). A third set of
precursor recombination interactions do not undergo SC nucleation and mature into noncrossovers as the default option. (d,e; top)
The leptotene/zygotene events depicted in panel d are manifested directly in EM SC and recombination nodule patterns (ENs and LNs
as in Figure 4b). (e, top) These leptotene/zygotene events are also manifested in the patterns of recombination-complex foci that emerge
later, sequentially, during pachytene. At early pachytene, Msh4 foci (blue open circles) mark all recombination sites, regardless of the fact
that patterning has already differentiated the corresponding interactions into three types. By mid-pachytene, observable foci correspond
only to the subset of interactions that exhibited EM nodules at zygotene and are seen as medium-sized foci of E3 ligase Hei10 (T2 type,
green), which colocalize also with a reduced number of Msh4 foci. By late pachytene, a subset of these foci transiently acquires large
Hei10 foci (T3 type, red) that specifically mark the sites of crossovers. Panel e adapted from Reference 388. ( f ) Interference
distributions of the (left) indicated recombination complexes and (right) SC nucleation sites defined by Coefficient of Coincidence
(CoC) analysis. (Filled circles represent EM nodules; open circles represent Hei10 foci as in panel e.) Interference is weaker for complexes
that correlate with (right) SC nucleations and stronger for (left) crossover-correlated complexes, which represent a subset of those
nucleations. Note that for CoC analysis, chromosomes are divided into intervals; for each pair of intervals, the number of chromosomes
that exhibit crossovers in both intervals is divided by the number expected if crossovers occur independently in the two intervals. These
ratios are then plotted as a function of inter-interval distance. A lower ratio at smaller inter-interval distance implies interference.
Vertical orange lines indicate inter-interval distance at which CoC = 0.5, a convenient metric for the strength of interference. Panel f
adapted from Reference 392. Abbreviations: CO, crossover; CoC, Coefficient of Coincidence; dHJ, double Holliday junction; DSB,
double-strand break; EM, electron microscopy; EN, early nodule; LN, late nodule; NCO, noncrossover; nuc, nucleation; SC,
synaptonemal complex.

(29, 43, 155, 253, 375) (Figure 5b). In budding yeast, resection is tightly coupled to DSB for-
mation, with the Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 (MRX) complex, which mediates DSB resection, also being
required forDSB formation (155). Interestingly, due to its transesterase nature, the Spo11 reaction
is intrinsically reversible (Figure 5a). Thus, onset of resection could be an important determinant
of DSB frequency.

Spo11 cleavage appears to favor bent DNA, as well as entrapment of two duplexes, as part
of the formation of an appropriate higher-order complex (59, 374). If the two duplexes are from
sister chromatids, this configuration could ensure that a DSB occurs at a given site on only one of
the two sisters. Other findings raise the possibility that DSB formation might require prior direct
contact between coaligned underwound DNA/DNA duplexes adjacent to the actual DSB site
(164, 282), which could explain how interhomolog interactions influence DNase hypersensitivity
at recombination hot spots (373).

DSB formation requires the interdependent action of many proteins (354, 374). In budding
yeast, 10 such components comprise 3 subgroups: the core complex (Spo11, Rec102/TopoIVB,
Ski8, and Rec104), the MRX complex, and the RMM proteins (Rec114, Mei4, and Mer2), most
or all of which have homologs in other organisms. The yeast RMM complex plays a key role.
In vitro, it binds DNA with high cooperativity to form condensates that contain hundreds or
thousands of protein molecules and recruit Spo11 (58).

DSB formation also requires association of Spo11 complexes with chromosome axes [whose
formation, in contrast, is DSB independent (334)]. Correspondingly, mutations in axis compo-
nents universally reduce DSB frequencies. RMM component Mer2 is particularly critical for
association of pre-DSB complexes to axes components (274, 300, 361). Additionally, transcription
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can modulate DSB patterns by modulating the localization of axis components (328). Association
of pre-DSB recombination complexes with axes is also critical for mediating the timing of DSB
formation, which is coupled globally to cell cycle progression and locally to DNA replication,
via CDK and CDK-dependent DDK-mediated phosphorylation of Mer2 (24, 176, 251, 280).
Similarly, in Caenorhabditis elegans, DSB levels are controlled by the opposing activities of
PP4PPH-4.1 phosphatase and ATR kinase on DSB-1, the homolog of budding yeast Spo11
collaborator Rec114 (131).

3.2. DSB Landscapes

DSBs occur at a large number of positions along the genome and at a wide range of frequencies.
Multiple chromosomal features work combinatorially, hierarchically, and over multiple size scales
to determine DSB landscapes (22, 73, 204, 216, 223, 252, 273, 338, 351). Globally, DSBs tend to
occur more and less abundantly in GC-rich and AT-rich regions, respectively (corresponding to
A-type andB-type domains inmammalian chromosomes).They are somewhat rarer in centromere
and telomere regions (34) and can vary on a per-chromosome level (252).

In many organisms, breaks tend to occur in nucleosome-depleted regions (273). In mouse and
human [but not all mammals (15)], DSB formation is targeted to specific sequences by PRDM9
via its array of zinc fingers (223). These zinc finger domains undergo rapid evolution to new
specificities (9, 279, 369) with implications for evolution and speciation. Interestingly, PRDM9
has potent nucleosome remodeling activity, and when PRDM9 is absent, DSBs again occur in
nucleosome-depleted regions (30). DSB formation also involves local DNA sequence bias and,
aside PRDM9, modifications of chromatin structure (73, 374).

3.3. DSB Patterning In Cis and In Trans

Global modulation aside, DSBs do not occur randomly either along or between chromosomes
(223, 338, 374). Several phenomena, not necessarily independent of one another, have been
described.

3.3.1. Hot spot competition. Occurrence of a hot spot reduces the activity of a nearby hot spot
(176, 262).This effect could arise prior toDSB formation by competition for required components
or during DSB formation (by DSB interference; below).

3.3.2. DSB interference in cis. On a per-DNA-molecule basis, the formation of a DSB at one
locus reduces the chance of another DSB occurring in its vicinity, strongly over the distance of
a single loop and detectably over distances of ∼100 kb (∼10 loops) (110). In budding yeast, this
effect requires the DNA damage-response kinase Tel1(ATM) (223).

3.3.3. One DSB per pair of sisters. At a single DSB hot spot, the frequencies of nuclei that
exhibit 0, 1, or 2 interhomolog recombination events are incompatible with a random distribution
of DSBs and ensuing events among the four chromatids. DSBs are thus inferred to occur on only
one of two sister chromatids (389).

3.3.4. Even spacing of DSB complexes. DSB-associated recombination complexes occur with
even spacing along leptotene chromosomes, perhaps reflecting constraints during DSB formation
(322, 334) (see Sections 3.3.1–3.3.3).

3.3.5. Double DSBs. Irrespective of constraints on DSB spacing, Spo11-mediated DSBs tend
to occur in concerted pairs along a single chromatid (164, 224, 282). This effect may involve
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coalignment of the DNA duplexes of the two involved segments in regions of topological
stress. Such events likely provide a significant source of genome instability, potentially including
translocation of the excised segment.

3.3.6. Trans interactions between homologs. In budding yeast, DSB patterns can also be
influenced by interactions between homologs that precede DSB formation (175, 373), consistent
with the DSB-independent pairing observed in that organism (see Section 5.3.3). Additionally,
recombination events occur only once per four chromatids, that is, once per pair of homologs, by
processes dependent on Mec1/Tel1 (ATR/ATM) (389). This effect could operate at the level of
either DSB formation and/or ensuing DSB/partner interactions (see Sections 3 and 4).

3.4. Ensuring Enough DSBs for at Least One Crossover

If a pair of homologs does not have a sufficient number of DSBs, it will be at risk for not having
even the single crossover required for MI segregation (see Section 2.4). Several factors mitigate
this risk.

3.4.1. Extra DSBs. DSB formation is normally shut off by a feedback mechanism that oper-
ates in early/mid-pachytene, likely by the modulation of axis status and resultant release of DSB
complexes (248).When early interhomolog interactions are defective, this shutoff does not occur
and DSB formation continues to give additional (compensatory) DSBs (176, 209, 248, 336). As an
independent but interrelated effect, DSB shutoff requires the induction of the mid-/late prophase
program, which, when defective or delayed, also results in extra DSBs (176). Related effects also
occur in mouse and C. elegans (63, 176, 380).

3.4.2. Length compensation. Very short chromosomes (studied mostly in budding yeast) and
the very short region of homology between mammalian XY chromosomes (PAR) are at particular
risk due to a paucity of DSBs. In both cases, DSB formation is enhanced by increased axis length
and additional genetically encoded cis effects, as well as prolongation of DSB formation because
of late homolog engagement (172, 252, 327).

3.5. The Hot Spot Paradox

When a DSB occurs at a preferred hot spot, recombination with a homolog template lacking the
corresponding hot spot sequence will sometimes eliminate the hot spot determinant, thus extin-
guishing the hot spot. As this occurs throughout the genome, it should progressively reduce DSB
formation and thereby, ultimately, crossing-over and fertility (27). However, genomes maintain
sufficient numbers of DSB hot spots over evolutionary time. In mammals in which hot spot speci-
ficity is defined by PRDM9, erosion is thought to be counteracted by mutation of the PRDM9
zinc finger domain, resulting in frequent invention of new hot spots (123, 385). Hot spot erosion
may also be minimized by constraints on the lengths of heteroduplex DNA tracts (62, 93, 349).On
the other hand, in many organisms, for example, in Saccharomycetes over millions of years and
in birds, hot spot erosion simply does not occur, perhaps because Spo11 targets functional genomic
elements that are evolutionarily constrained (e.g., promoters) (200, 321) in contrast to organisms
with PRDM9 (30). And yet, snakes have active PRDM9 and appear to undergo rapid hot spot evo-
lution despite the fact that recombination is localized preferentially to functional regions (311).
Interestingly, in fission yeast, environmental control of recombination rates at multiple classes
of DSB hot spots could largely explain rapid PRDM9-independent changes in recombination
landscapes (284).
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4. DNA RECOMBINATION PART II: PROGRESSION TO CROSSOVERS
AND NONCROSSOVERS

4.1. Differential DNA Events at the Two DSB Ends Initiate a Bifurcating
Recombination Pathway

Due to the availability of physical and biochemical assays, of synchronous meiotic populations,
and of sophisticated sequencing-based genetic analyses, DNA events of meiosis have mainly been
directly defined in budding yeast (5, 17, 26, 49, 155, 228, 269, 270). In other organisms, themolecu-
lar nature of events is inferred from cytological studies of recombination complex–correlated foci,
genetic and DNA sequencing analysis, the effects of mutations in conserved recombination pro-
teins, and, in mouse, analysis of crossover and noncrossover products in physical assays (62, 130,
155). Figure 5c summarizes a current model for the recombination process as discussed below.

4.1.1. Partner interaction via ends-apart nascent D-loops. Following DSB formation and
resection, one DSB end (the leading end) engages the corresponding sequence on a homolog
chromatid duplex in a nascent (and not yet physically observable) D-loop. The other DSB end
remains associated with its originating chromosome where it may form an analogous nascent
D-loop with its still-intact sister chromatid duplex (155). This ends-apart configuration comprises
the initial DNA linkage between homologs. The fundamental asymmetry between leading- and
lagging-end events manifested at this stage, which might be established during DSB formation
(253), governs events thereafter (180).

4.1.2. Bifurcation and postbifurcation maturation. At the ends-apart nascent D-loop stage,
the recombination pathway bifurcates into crossover-fated and noncrossover-fated branches as
governed by the rules of crossover patterning (25, 155). The critical DNA change that signals and
comprises crossover designation is not known. After bifurcation, crossover- and noncrossover-
fated strand invasion intermediates progress to their respective final products (155).

4.1.2.1. Crossover-fated single-end invasions. The earliest crossover-specific intermediate de-
tected thus far by physical analysis is a single-end invasion (SEI) in which one resected DSB end
can be stably cross-linked to a partner duplex in a stable, discrete state. An SEI forms with-
out accompanying DNA synthesis (156; N. Hunter, personal communication) and could be a
doubly branched structure with a protruding 3ʹ end [a so-called predouble Holliday junction (pre-
dHJ) (206)]. Recombination-related synthesis then extends the leading-end 3ʹ single-stranded
tail. Noncrossover-fated D-loop intermediates also undergo extension by 3ʹ end–primed DNA
synthesis (but without a discrete detectable SEI).

4.1.2.2. Second end capture/release. In both branches of the pathway, the extended 3ʹ-end
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tail anneals with the 3ʹ tail of its corresponding lagging DSB
end. [Notably, this commonality does not correspond to the sequence of events proposed in the
long-standing canonical DSB repair pathway (5, 206).] However, the crossover and noncrossover
pathways are fundamentally different in the details of this transition. For crossover-fated inter-
mediates, the lagging DSB end from the DSB-forming chromosome is captured by the extended
leading-end complex. This second end capture gives a more robust interhomolog connection. For
noncrossover-fated intermediates, the leading DSB end is released from its new linkage to the ho-
molog partner and reanneals with the lagging end, now eliminating the previously established
interhomolog linkage.

4.1.2.3. Completion. After the second end capture, crossover-specific intermediates undergo
additional DNA synthesis and give rise to interhomolog double Holliday junctions (dHJs). These,
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in turn, are resolved specifically to mature crossover products in a process that includes migra-
tion of the strand exchange junctions (5, 261). Noncrossover-fated intermediates are unbranched
and are matured by further DNA synthesis and ligation, giving an overall process of synthesis-
dependent strand annealing (SDSA) (8, 155). Interestingly, some late joint molecules are involved
in topological linkages with other molecules that require decatenation by a type I topoisomerase
(332). The nature of these linkages remains mysterious.

4.1.3. Additional factors. Meiotic recombination is significantly more complicated than
outlined in the above-described pathway.

4.1.3.1. Complexities. Marker patterns defined by sequence analysis suggest that, not infre-
quently, both ends of a DSB interact with a homolog partner and, also, that multiple rounds
of strand invasion often occur, for example, with a DSB end switching templates between the
homolog and the sister (5, 230). In addition, not infrequently, the two DSB ends interact with
different partners to create multichromatid joint molecules (mcJMs), which are resolved into non-
canonical arrays of products by structure-specific nucleases with the help of SMC5/6 (260, 332,
372). These complexities likely arise after establishment of the ends-apart configuration (which
is clearly manifested in paired recombination complexes at the coalignment stage and in the fact
that SEIs form without DNA synthesis).

4.1.3.2. Type II crossovers. Canonical crossovers exhibit interference and are resolved by
MutLγ (155); these are called Type I. However, a significant fraction of crossovers, called Type II,
do not exhibit interference and are resolved by structure-specific nucleases (e.g., Mus81/Mms4)
rather than the canonical resolvase MutLγ (155). In budding yeast, Type II events largely
arise via mcJMs in both wild type and aberrant situations where they occur at elevated levels
(332, 384). Type II events comprise 10% of crossovers in plants and mammals and 20–40% of
crossovers in budding yeast. In budding yeast, Type II resolution also provides a minority of non-
crossovers (332). In some organisms (e.g., Schizosaccharomyces pombe,D.melanogaster,C. elegans, and
Tetrahymena thermophila), all crossovers form without MutLγ (discussion in 221, 384).

4.1.3.3. Ectopic recombination. DSBs may interact with homologous or nearly homologous
sequences located at nonallelic (i.e., ectopic) positions (215, 312).

4.2. Molecular Implementation

Progression of recombination after DSB formation is mediated by a large constellation of
molecules that, together, accomplish a complex array of DNA and whole-chromosome events.

4.2.1. The nascent D-loop stage. D-loop formation is mediated by RecA homolog(s) (32,
155). Most plants and animals, and budding yeast, utilize a meiosis-specific homolog, Dmc1,
which, together with several specific partners, is responsible for strand invasion and ensuing events
at the leading DSB end (32, 206, 235, 294, 343). The RecA homolog Rad51, which is primary in
the mitotic cell cycle, is recruited into auxiliary roles (48, 60, 145, 179, 202, 205). Some organ-
isms, for example,C. elegans, Sordaria macrospora, andNeurospora crassa, utilize Rad51 alone. Strand
invasion also requires complex interplay among accessory factors (e.g., for Dmc1: RPA, Rad51,
Rdh54/Tid1, Mei5-Sae3, and Hop2-Mnd1) (46, 145, 235, 316, 339, 340).

4.2.1.1. Homolog bias. The evolutionary and mechanistic roles of meiotic recombination dic-
tate that it should occur preferentially between nonsister (homolog) chromatids, a feature known
as homolog bias. In budding yeast, the ratio of interhomolog to intersister crossover interactions
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is ∼5:1 (versus the 2:1 ratio expected for random partner choice), and sister events are also rare in
C. elegans (10). Bias is established during nascent D-loop formation and, accordingly, requires
specific effects of RecA homologs and their modulators. In organisms that specify both meiosis-
specific Dmc1 and mitotic Rad51, the latter molecule is recruited to the task of homolog bias
(32, 150, 205). Axis components are also involved in homolog bias, including cohesins and
meiosis-specific axis proteins, dependent on phosphorylation by meiotic and ATR/ATM check-
point kinases (32, 57, 147, 150, 155). The logic and mechanism of homolog bias are mysterious.
Sister-specific inhibition zones could be involved (117). The axis could be a barrier to use of the
sister chromatid (review in 33, 147), or homolog bias might actually be the default option for
mitotic DSB repair. In this case, cohesins would promote sister bias in both mitosis and meiosis,
and the role of the meiotic recombination apparatus would be to eliminate this cohesin-mediated
channeling (150).

4.2.1.2. DSB-mediated coalignment. Nascent D-loops identify matching sequences in loops
of the homolog partner. The resulting complexes concomitantly become associated with the
underlying partner axes. This association results in axis coalignment to ∼400 nm (33, 325)
(Figure 4e, subpanel iii). Bridges that include recombination complexes are observed at this stage
inmany organisms (91, 325, 398, and discussion therein) (Figure 4h,i). Interestingly, coalignment-
mediating interactions tend to be quite regularly spaced (e.g., Figure 4g). Such a pattern is not
consistent with independent formation of DSBs on the two homologs. Thus, there must be some
type of feedback between the formation of one interhomolog pairing contact and that of another
contact nearby. For example, a DSB-mediated interaction at one location could inhibit another
interaction (or even occurrence of another DSB) nearby. The relationship of such a process to
DSB interference (see Section 3) remains to be determined.

In Sordaria (325), two key recombination proteins are required for proper coalignment. Mer3
is a DNA helicase that stabilizes and modulates D-loops via catalytic and noncatalytic activities
(11, 93, 101, 155). MutSγ (Msh4/Msh5) embraces and stabilizes strand exchange junctions. It is
related to the bacterial mismatch repair protein MutS but has no role in mismatch repair (138,
139, 155). Mer3 is present in axis-associated complexes on both DSB ends at the coalignment
stage, presumably stabilizing interhomolog and intersister D-loops at the two ends (Figure 4g).
However, ensuing coalignment actively requires Mer3 as well as MutSγ, which acts downstream
of Mer3, likely via effects at the leading DSB (325). Coalignment also requires Zip2 and Zip4
(91), which, together with Spo16, comprise a tight complex that binds both axes and branched
DNAs and mediates the recombination complex/structure interface (14, 83, 91, 285, 342) (see
Section 4.2.3.2).

4.2.2. Pathway bifurcation by crossover designation: timing and effects. During crossover
patterning, a small subset of undifferentiated precursor interactions is designated to become
crossovers, with the rest fated mostly to become noncrossovers as the default option. Each
crossover designation sets up a spreading inhibitory signal that reduces the probability of an-
other designation occurring nearby. The final number of crossovers is thus determined by the
relative strengths of the designation and interference processes. Importantly, in order for this dif-
ferentiation process to work, the recombination process must be arrested at the critical precursor
stage such that progression is dependent on regulation.The nature of this arrest and themolecular
events that comprise crossover designation are not known for any organism, but available informa-
tion is discussed in this section and the next. The nature of the spreading inhibitory interference
is similarly mysterious (see Section 6).

At present, a general conundrum pertains to understanding crossover patterning. In budding
yeast and Sordaria, crossover designation is concomitant with SC nucleation and is independent
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of SC polymerization or complete SC formation. It has been suggested in other organisms that
crossover patterning requires the SC and, more specifically, occurs in the context of fully formed
SC (see Section 6). Such proposals notwithstanding, there are close analogies between the patterns
of events in these latter organisms and those defined in Sordaria, consistent with the operation of
a single paradigm in all cases.

4.2.2.1. Budding yeast. In this organism, crossover designation occurs at the ends-apart nascent
D-loop stage, with extension of leading DSB end strand invasion and/or pre-dHJs as the imme-
diate DNA outcome (155). In accord with such timing, during leptotene, pairs of Rad51/Dmc1
cofoci occur at the ∼400-nm separation expected for coalignment (33). Also, crossover desig-
nation at the DNA level and SC nucleation at the structural level are tightly coupled. The two
events occur at the same sites; they both exhibit interference; and they are coordinately disrupted
by mutations in key proteins (the ZMMs), which act downstream to implement both crossover
formation and SC formation (25, 108, 316, 317). Moreover, the SC central region is not required
for interference (see Section 6).

4.2.2.2. Sordaria. In this organism, after homolog axes are coaligned by invisible links (DNA
connections) at ∼400 nm (Figure 4g), they progress to ∼200-nm separation, with concomitant
emergence of robust bridges comprisingDNA, cohesin complexes, and the same proteins involved
in mediating coalignment (MutSγ, Mer3,Msh4, Zip2, and Zip4) (91) (Figure 4h). Patterning oc-
curs at (or is concomitant with) this∼200-nm bridge stage.Thus, crossover designation appears to
occur at the nascent D-loop stage, before SC forms, as in budding yeast. Furthermore, crossover
patterning is accompanied by patterning of SC nucleation sites as part of a single-coordinate
process (84, 388) (Figure 5d–f ). An intermediate number of recombination precursor/bridge
sites (less than the total but larger than the number of crossovers) undergo a designation pro-
cess that gives evenly spaced SC nucleations, and a subset of these SC nucleation sites are also,
concomitantly, designated to become crossovers. This is shown directly by EM studies (388).
SC nucleations are marked by two types of nodules, smaller and larger, referred to for histor-
ical reasons as early and late, respectively (Figure 4b). The sum of both types of nodules, and
thus SC nucleations, represents a subset of total recombination/coalignment interactions and ex-
hibits interference (Figure 5f–h); among these, the larger (late) nodules correspond to the totality
of crossovers and also exhibit interference, which is more robust than that for the totality of all
nodules/SC nucleations (Figure 5g,h). A third subset of early recombination interactions are not
marked by nodules and presumably alsomature to noncrossovers (Figure 5f,g).These conclusions
are extended by fluorescence microscopy, which defines the same number of SC nucleations seen
in EM and reveals the subsequent emergence, during pachytene, of recombination foci marked
by E3 ligase Hei10 and MutSγ Msh4, which correspond in number and interference distribution
to total EM nodules (Figure 5g,h). Also, thereafter, MutSγ foci disappear and a smaller num-
ber of recombination complexes emerge that correspond specifically to crossovers in number and
interference pattern (Figure 5g,h).

This nested patterning effect can be explained mechanistically by a progressive designation
process in which the first events occur at more sensitive precursor sites to give both SC nucleations
and crossover designation while later events give only SC nucleations (and maturation of the
corresponding interactions to noncrossovers as the default). These findings could be explained
alternatively by two successive, independent rounds of interference (e.g., 80); however, the two
rounds would have to occur essentially simultaneously during an extremely transient period (91).
Patterning in budding yeast is easily mapped onto this Sordaria scenario by specifying that all
designation events give both crossovers and SC nucleations.
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4.2.2.3. Mouse. Prior to SC formation, mouse and human chromosomes exhibit large num-
bers of interaxis bridges that include recombination and cohesin proteins (discussion in 91)
(Figure 4h). Then, an intermediate number of recombination complexes emerge that contain
Mer3, MutSγ, TEX11(aka Zip4), and RPA (241, 288, 289). It has been proposed that crossover
designation is imposed on this intermediate set of complexes (80, 289). Alternatively, however,
these complexes could be the downstream outcome of coordinate patterning of crossovers and
SC nucleations at the leptotene/zygotene transition, just as in Sordaria and budding yeast. Several
observations are in accord with this possibility. The mouse intermediate complexes appear con-
comitant with SC nucleation and are associated with sites of SC nucleations (263, 289, 295). SC
nucleations in mouse occur not only at sites of crossovers but also at a number of other sites
(126). The pattern observed in mouse is similar to that observed in Sordaria, where an inter-
mediate number of recombination foci containing MutSγ are initially stabilized by an E3 ligase
activity and then diminish to the crossover number (84) (Figure 5e). But in Sordaria, these in-
termediate complexes are known to reflect only the subset of recombination interactions that
underwent interference-mediated crossover designation/SC nucleation at a previous stage, at the
leptotene/zygotene transition (84, 388) (Figure 5e,f ). Finally, in budding yeast, foci of MutSγ

and several other molecules present in mouse intermediate complexes only appear, and/or are
specifically stabilized, as downstream outcomes of crossover patterning (25, 138, 139).

4.2.2.4. Plants. Early pachytene chromosomes of plants also exhibit an intermediate number
of MutSγ recombination complexes, which is reduced to a small number of crossover-correlated
complexes by late pachytene (47, 144), as in Sordaria and mouse (see Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3).
This progression, together with other findings, has been interpreted to mean that the early
pachytene complexes are undifferentiated precursors and crossover designation acts on these com-
plexes after SC has formed, in the context of the SC (Section 6). However, as in mouse, existing
data are also compatible with a Sordaria-like process: (a) Plants also exhibit interaxis bridges at lep-
totene, some of which are sites of SC nucleation (7); (b) strikingly, in tomato, crossover-correlated
recombination complexes,marked byMlh1 foci, emerge concomitant with SC formation and dur-
ing zygotene and are already present in their full number by early pachytene (212); (c) analysis of
maize inversion heterozygotes suggests that crossover designation nucleates SC formation (225);
(d) the overall patterns of MutSγ foci and Hei10 foci in plants are very similar to those in Sordaria
(see Section 4.2.2.2); (e) Zip4 is required for normal SC formation in Arabidopsis thaliana (47) as
in Sordaria; and ( f ) SC nucleations occur in excess over crossovers (143).

4.2.2.5. Caenorhabditis elegans. In this organism, a number of MutSγ foci are present at early
pachytene and are generally inferred to be precursors of much smaller numbers of crossover-
correlated foci present at later pachytene (177, 367, 380). However, the fact that the earlier
MutSγ foci are present in their full number already at early pachytene raises the possibility that
they have already developed during zygotene, leaving open the possibility of an earlier designation
process in this organism as well.

These uncertainties are significant in part because they bear on whether crossover interfer-
ence does or does not depend on the SC (see Section 6). Resolving them is an important future
challenge.

4.2.3. Crossover designation, progression, and maturation. The bifurcation decision is im-
plemented and followed by an elaborate series of effects as required to ensure the appropriate final
outcomes.

4.2.3.1. Crossover designation. The activities that directly promote nascent D-loop extension/
pre-dHJ formation for crossover designation are unknown. In budding yeast, the absence of
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helicase Rdh54, the direct partner of Dmc1, allows efficient formation of crossover and non-
crossover products and SCs, but the crossovers exhibit no interference (318). Perhaps this complex
is required to arrest recombination at the precursor stage and then undergoes a conformational
change in response to crossover designation.

From another perspective, a family of related meiosis-specific E3 ligases has been discussed as a
possible mediator of crossover designation. In Sordaria and budding yeast, this is not the case: Such
molecules, Zip3 and Hei10, respectively, act downstream of patterning (25, 84, 317). In mouse,
two such molecules, Hei10 and RNF212, modulate intermediate complexes (288, 289) whose sig-
nificance is not yet clear (155). However, in plants, in the context of scenarios that invoke the
occurrence of patterning at pachytene, Hei10 is proposed to mediate interference by undergoing
Ostwald ripening, with molecules moving from a larger number of smaller (precursor) complexes
to a smaller number of large crossover-fated complexes in a process driven by decreased surface
tension (115, 244) (see Section 6). And in C. elegans, an E3 ligase–mediated reaction–diffusion
process has been proposed (390) (see Section 6). In general, it can be very difficult to critically dis-
tinguish effects that comprise crossover designation from those that immediately ensue to stabilize
crossover-fated interactions and/or prepare them for progression to the next stage.

4.2.3.2. Postbifurcation progression. In budding yeast, postbifurcation DNA events of
crossover formation are mediated by MutSγ and Mer3, with an early handoff from Dmc1 and
later release of Rad51 (likely from lagging DSB ends) (155). MutSγ uses its ability to bind strand
exchange junctions to stabilize SEI-to-dHJ intermediates and, concomitantly, to protect these in-
termediates from D-loop dissociation by the helicase/decatenase activity of Sgs1/TopoIII/RmiI
(STR) (82, 173, 332, 384). The exact role of Mer3 in these events is not established. Second end
capture for crossing-over is directly promoted by strand annealing protein Rad52 (206), assisted
by single-strand binding protein RPA (267; K.P. Kim, personal communication). During non-
crossover formation, in contrast, the STR complex is responsible for dissociating the leading DSB
end from its partner (173, 332). Other events (e.g., DNA replication) and information from other
organisms are discussed elsewhere (155).

In budding yeast, crossover-specific SEI formation and SC nucleation are coupled. The two
processes are coordinately mediated by an ensemble of molecules known as the ZMMs.All ZMMs
have homologs or relatives in other organisms with corresponding and/or related roles (155).
Operation of this complex has been elucidated to some degree in budding yeast with two branches
of effects.One branch comprises the biochemical componentsMutSγ andMer3.The other branch
comprises the axis-linking Zip2/Zip4/Spo16 (ZZS) complex. This branch directly nucleates SC
formation, first recruiting SC central region components and then transverse filament component
Zip1,with the help of prominent SUMOylation (19, 139, 285, 286). Both branches require SUMO
E3 ligase Zip3 (49, 108, 139, 317). However, the structural branch seems to be primary because
the ZZS complex can load without MutSγ (108). Coupling of the recombination branch to the
structure branch likely requires the ZZS complex, which is needed for loading MutSγ and Mer3
(316). In addition, coupling requires SC component Zip1, potentially prior to SC formation per
se: Zip3 first binds axes independent of Zip1 and then binds recombination sites dependent on
Zip1 (315); furthermore,Zip1 recruits Zip3 to the recombination ensemble via its associated 9-1-1
complex (316).This early role of Zip1 could correspond to an early role specific to phosphorylated
Zip1 (50). Zip1 and Zip3 are also required for stabilization of MutSγ complexes in two different,
independent processes involving phosphorylation and SUMOylation, respectively (138, 139) (see
Section 5).

Budding yeast studies also reveal direct roles of DDK (Cdc7-Dbf4) for the ZMM transi-
tion. After pathway bifurcation, Cdc7 is physically associated with the ZMM ensemble (83) and
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promotes crossover formation by effects on Zip1,Rec8, andMutSγ (50, 138, 381). Since the action
of Cdc7 is primed by cell cycle kinases, these effects are directly linked to cell cycle progression,
as is also true for Cdc7-mediated DSB formation (138, 250). DDK is also important for mediat-
ing the interaction of telomeres with/through the nuclear envelope (290) as required for end-led
motion.

4.2.3.3. Crossover-biased dHJ resolution by the Mutlγ complex. dHJs are resolved to
crossovers by the endonuclease activity of MutLγ (Mlh1/Mlh3), which acts on branched struc-
tures as part of a tightly regulated complex.MutLγ is recruited to developing dHJs by proliferating
cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and its loader replication factor C (RFC) and nicks dHJ intermedi-
ates, codependent upon EXO1 (in a noncatalytic role) andMutSγ, which binds Holliday junctions
(39, 155, 194, 226). MutLγ also participates in mismatch repair (72). Importantly, a dHJ has the
potential to yield either a noncrossover or a crossover, according to whether junctions are resolved
in the same or different senses, but during meiosis, the majority of dHJs are resolved to crossovers.
Recent studies suggest a possible mechanism (194, 228). Crossover specificity can arise by PCNA-
mediated targeting of MutLγ to the strands that contain single-strand gaps prior to the formation
of covalently closed dHJ intermediates, in analogy with initiation steps of DNA mismatch repair.
Moreover, resolution would occur only when each of the two Holliday junctions adopts one of
two different coaxially stacked-X conformers. Exactly how the two appropriate conformers are
created, and in such a way as to be different, remains to be determined. Internal factors, such as
MutSγ (39, 194, 367), and/or external geometric constraints, such as the association of flanking
arms to homolog axes or via association with SC central regions, could be involved. This model
is also consistent with indications that dHJ resolution requires STR helicase/decatenase activ-
ity: MutLγ-mediated nicking occurs some distance from the actual strand exchange junctions,
thus necessitating branch migration (194). Noncanonical resolvases work by other mechanisms
(155).

4.2.3.4. Stringency roles for helicase/decatenase activity. Branch migration by STR helicase/
decatenase not only is required along the normal crossover and noncrossover pathways but also
serves as a stringency factor that channels mcJMs and other aberrant joint molecule structures
into the canonical noncrossover and crossover pathways, inhibits ectopic recombination, and is re-
quired for recombination to be biased toward homologs rather than sisters (82, 332, 384). A second
helicase, FANCM, also serves a stringency function in budding yeast (304). Analogous effects can
be inferred for diverse helicase/topoisomerase activities in other organisms (155, 320). Notably,
in the absence of this activity, most recombination interactions are resolved by structure-specific
nucleases to give a mixture of noncrossovers and crossovers. As a result, in plants and mammals,
where most recombination interactions normally produce noncrossovers (versus crossovers), the
absence of such activities can result in a dramatic elevation in the number of crossovers (67, 86,
99).

4.2.3.5. RNA. An intriguing mystery for future study is the recent finding that excessive ac-
cumulation of RNA-DNA hybrids around DSBs competes with Rad51/Dmc1, impairs homolog
bias, and decreases crossover and noncrossover recombination. On the other hand, precocious re-
moval of RNA-DNA hybrids by RNase H1 overexpression also impairs meiotic recombination,
raising the possibility of a positive role (379).More generally, involvement of noncoding RNAs in
meiotic recombination is an area of future interest (114, 152, 313).

4.2.3.6. The synaptonemal complex. The intimate association of crossover recombination
complexes and the SC throughout pachytene points to important interplay. The SC is clearly
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required for the efficient recruitment of late-stage crossover-specific complexes (e.g., 83, 367).
Other diverse roles have been suggested (155).

4.2.4. Posttranslational modifications. Phosphorylation plays diverse roles in themeiotic pro-
gram.DNA damage kinases ATR and ATM are recruited from roles in mitotic recombination and
repair; mitotic and meiotic cyclin-dependent kinases directly affect recombination and chromo-
some structure components; and cell cycle–linked kinases (DDK/Cdc7 and polo-like kinase) link
recombination progression to the cell cycle (84, 122, 137, 138, 147, 155, 170).

Recent studies have also revealed important roles for both SUMOylation and proteolysis:

■ SUMOylation is a pervasive modification. Its importance was originally appreciated in
budding yeast via the identification of ZMM protein Zip3 as a SUMO E3 ligase and its
involvement in SC assembly (52, 151, 217, 341). A specific role has also been elucidated for
MutSγ, which is stabilized by polySUMOylation of its Msh4 subunit. This effect may act as
a rheostat to provide optimal levels of MutSγ complexes just as homolog engagement en-
sues (139). More generally, SUMO affects virtually every molecule involved in the meiotic
interhomolog interaction program (19).

■ SUMOylation has also been implicated in the regulated turnover of recombination com-
plexes. Inmouse, at leptotene/zygotene, SUMOE3 ligase RNF212 promotes SUMOylation
along axes and colocalizes to a subset of recombination complexes (288, 289, 295).Thismod-
ification makes progression of recombination dependent upon Hei10, a SUMO-targeted
ubiquitin ligase (STUbL), which targets the substrate molecule for degradation by the pro-
teasome. This SUMO-ubiquitin relay also affects axis SUMOylation. Similarly, Sordaria
E3 ligase Hei10 mediates both development and turnover of two sequential types of re-
combination complexes, each demarked by characteristic amplified Hei10 foci, as well as
integrating these inputs with CDK/cyclin inputs (84). E3 ligases also mediate the stabi-
lization and turnover of recombination complexes in C. elegans but without involvement
of SUMO (255, 390). And in plants, E3 ligase Hei10 accumulates sequentially in differ-
ent types of recombination complexes, analogously to Sordaria, and promotes crossing-over
in a dosage-dependent manner (47, 314). The general presumption is that analogous ef-
fects occur in all systems but with differences in molecular details (155). Critical differences
may or may not exist with regard to the roles of such effects in crossover designation (see
Section 4.2.3.1).

■ Opposing effects of stabilization and proteolysis can also occur by a different mechanism.
In budding yeast, the MutSγ subunit Msh4 is subject to proteasome-mediated degrada-
tion via a ubiquitin-independent N-terminal degron motif, and this effect is opposed by
(Cdc7-mediated) phosphorylation of that motif. The relevant effect of phosphorylation is
to provide an appropriate steady-state level of MutSγ as manifested in the formation of cor-
responding recombination foci. This modulation comes into play during implementation of
ZMM effects and remains relevant through dHJ formation/resolution for crossover forma-
tion (138). Association of proteasomes to prophase axes is also observed in budding yeast (6).

4.2.5. Crossover/chiasma landscapes. In many/most organisms, crossovers/chiasmata do not
occur uniformly along the lengths of the chromosomes. In barley and wheat, DSBs and earlier
recombination intermediates occur regularly along the lengths of the chromosomes, whereas
crossover-correlated foci show more localized distributions (142, 143, 265). These effects are not
explained by crossover interference but instead suggest that the probability of crossover designa-
tion is globally modulated. In these organisms, and also inmouse (280), this pattern corresponds to
a temporal program in which DNA replication, early events of recombination, and SC formation
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all occur first near chromosome ends and then progress through middle regions. Crossovers then
occur differentially in the earlier-progressing regions, with recombination in middle regions pre-
sumptively biased to give noncrossovers.The relative proportion of crossover versus noncrossover
outcomes also varies significantly from one DSB site to another even within a given region. Fac-
tors contributing to global modulation include chromatin modification status and proximity to an
axis association site (51, 79, 89, 112, 315). Centromere regions and heterochromatin also exhibit
specific effects (133).

4.3. Some Broader Implications

Meiotic recombination involves specific modulations that are of integral importance for its
evolutionary role in genetic shuffling and/or for MI homolog segregation.

4.3.1. Crossover levels are adjusted bymodulations of axis length. Total crossover levels are
proportional to chromosome axis length. This relationship is robust because (a) DSBs and DSB-
mediated interhomolog interactions tend to be evenly spaced and are proportional in number to
chromosome axis length (325, 357) and (b) interference then acts on this array of DSB-mediated
interhomolog interactions to give crossovers the same average spacing all along the chromosomes.

Importantly, this proportionality holds even when axis lengths vary due to a genetic pertur-
bation (e.g., 323) or within a single organism or even a single nucleus (359). This is because the
density of loops along the axis is the same in the different cases (184) so that all axis-associated as-
pects of recombination always occur with the same length-dependence.Modulation of axis length
has thus emerged as an important simple and general mechanism for modulating crossover fre-
quency (without perturbation of any other, more complicated processes). For example, (a) axis
length differences underlie differences in crossover levels between males and females in several
organisms (e.g., 116, 128, 358). (b) They can also explain heritable differences in crossover levels
among different gamete-producing individuals (61, 185, 348). (c) Changes in crossover levels in
different environmental conditions can reflect corresponding changes in axis length [e.g., temper-
ature (220, 247)]. (d) Crossover levels covary across chromosomes on a nucleus-to-nucleus basis in
several organisms (359). Some nuclei have especially low levels of crossovers on all chromosomes,
while others have especially high levels of crossovers. This effect results from global nucleus-
to-nucleus variation in chromosome axis length. Such covariation is evolutionarily important. It
increases the frequencies of hypo- and hypercrossover gametes. And this effect, in turn, confers
a selective advantage when environmental conditions fluctuate, in so-called gametic bet hedg-
ing: Hypocrossover gametes are favored when conditions are constant (and new combinations are
disfavored), while hypercrossover gametes are favored when conditions have changed (and new
combinations confer a selective advantage) (359).

4.3.2. Post-DSB crossover homeostasis. In several situations, chromosomal perturbations re-
sult in compensatory effects that help to maintain a normal or near-normal level of crossovers.
Some of these effects act to increase DSBs (see Section 3). Other effects appear to come into play
at a later stage:

■ If DSB formation is reduced below its normal level, the frequency of crossovers is reduced,
but to a less-than-proportional extent, at the expense of noncrossovers (231, 392). This
effect arises because crossover designation at a given DSB site is affected by interference
from already-designated crossovers at nearby DSBs. When DSB density is reduced, flank-
ing DSBs will be further away, and thus interference effects will be reduced, leading to an
increased likelihood that a given DSB will give rise to a crossover.
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■ In Drosophila and C. elegans, structural heterozygosities impede crossover formation within
the heterozygous region but result in an increase in crossover levels in other regions (known
as the interchromosomal effect) (41, 70, 168). Similarly, in Sordaria and A. thaliana mutants
where homolog pairing is compromised, crossover levels tend to be maintained but with
crowding of crossovers into regions where pairing could still occur normally (162, 334).

4.3.3. Human meiosis. Intriguingly, although recombination in the two human sexes proceeds
analogously and efficiently through most stages, there is a dramatic difference in the number of
gametes with abnormal numbers of chromosomes (aneuploidy) between female and male, and,
moreover, this difference is age dependent.

4.3.3.1. Female. Human female meiosis is characterized by high levels of aneuploidy as com-
pared to that of humanmales or other species.Oocyte aneuploidy occurs at especially high levels in
very young women, at somewhat lower (but still elevated) levels in women of prime child-bearing
age, and then it dramatically and progressively increases with increasing maternal age (i.e., the
maternal age effect) (127, 134, 135, 363).

For women of child-bearing age, a key contributor to elevated aneuploidy is inefficient matura-
tion of crossovers (357). Crossover sites are determined correctly, for example, as in male meiosis,
but some of the resulting crossover-designated interactions fail to ultimately give crossovers. In
effect, a subset of crossovers is subtracted from the total array that would normally have occurred.
One consequence of this subtraction is an increased frequency of homolog pairs that lack even
the one obligatory crossover. In addition, there is an increase in the frequency of pairs that exhibit
only distal crossovers. Both types of configurations predispose chromosomes to missegregation
by compromising the tension-sensing process that ensures regular bipolar alignment. The mech-
anistic basis for this crossover maturation inefficiency (CMI) is not known. It might reflect an
intrinsic defect in the crossover recombination process (e.g., a defect at the critical intermediate
step of second end capture). Alternatively, human oocytes exhibit very high levels of interlock-
ing (23). Such configurations can sometimes be held in place by recombination interactions that
normally would give rise to crossovers (Section 4), and elimination of the involved DNA linkages
would allow prophase progression but with loss of the corresponding crossover products.

The proximate cause of increased aneuploidy with increasing age is the reduction in cohesion
between sister chromatid arms (which is required to keep homologs connected until anaphase I on-
set; see Section 2.4.3). This cohesin fatigue could, in turn, result from age-dependent metabolic or
physiological changes (127). CMI cannot be the primary basis for the maternal age effect because
recombination is completed in oocytes prior to the birth of the mother. However, the resultant
increase in chromosomes with only distal crossovers should sensitize those chromosomes to co-
hesin fatigue: Since homolog connectedness at MI is maintained by cohesion distal to the most
centromere-proximal crossover, chromosomes with only distal crossovers are held in place by only
the short regions of cohesion and thus will be more susceptible to loss of cohesins. Such compli-
cations could also contribute to interesting effects: not only MI segregation but also the fate of
sister chromatids at MII (268). Overall, CMI is a major contributor to the fact that occurrence of
both missing crossovers and aberrant crossover positioning is correlated with aneuploidy (135).

Importantly, aneuploidy is also elevated in very young women, the basis for which is not
understood (127).

4.3.3.2. Male. In the male germline, very young men (and mice) have a higher frequency of
aneuploid gametes, perhaps because of defective crossover maturation (386). In mature men, the
frequency of aneuploidy does not increase with increasing paternal age (as in women; see above).
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However, the frequency of mutations in sperm does increase with age. In the male germline,
mitotic divisions that precede spermatogenesis occur throughout the lifetime of the parent. Mu-
tations may accumulate during successive rounds of DNA replication during these divisions (for
a recent discussion, see 370).

4.3.4. Speciation. Studies of meiotic recombination provide two inputs into the discussion
of what ensures speciation. One factor is that heteroduplex DNA formed between homologous
genomes is specifically detected and rejected by interplay between the DNA mismatch repair
system and the meiotic recombination machinery (28). A second factor is the discovery that het-
erozygosity for the zinc finger histone methyl transferase PRDM9, which defines DSB hot spot
preferences in some mammals (including human), is also a speciation gene (e.g., 75, 76, 102).
In hybrid crossovers, infertility results when PRDM9 does not interact with the same positions
on homologs, indicated by DSB asymmetry (76, 102, 385). This effect occurs after DSB forma-
tion and results in defective synapsis and crossover formation, implying that it must occur during
coalignment pairing and/or implementation of crossover designation. PRDM9 might be impor-
tant for DSB/partner homology searching, or it might be required to create a nucleosome-free
region on the partner duplex to allow the formation of a DSB/partner D-loop complex (324). Or,
as PRDM9 also interacts directly with chromosome axes (20, 272, 337), it might be required for
robust association of the nascent D-loop complex with the partner axis.

4.3.5. Recombination-associated mutation and gene conversion. The DNA synthesis that
accompanies meiotic recombination tends to be error prone, resulting in an elevation of muta-
tion rate in meiosis versus mitosis (12). In addition, local sequence shuffling between homologs
can arise due to the local DNA events at sites of recombination (64). When such events occur
with a noncrossover outcome, they are often referred to as gene conversions. Formally, however,
gene conversion is non-Mendelian segregation of a single marker, irrespective of whether the out-
come is a crossover or noncrossover. In their evolutionary consequences, these localized changes
are more analogous to mutation than to the genetic shuffling resulting from crossing-over (63,
112, 347).

4.3.6. Increasing crossover levels for plant breeding. The creation of new genetic combina-
tions in plants underlies efforts to optimize food-providing crops. As a result, factors that increase
the frequency of crossing-over or allow it to occur in otherwise silent regions (e.g., heterochro-
matin) are emerging (142, 143, 195, 234, 314, 329, 344; but see also 330). Prominent among
these are increases in the dosage-sensitive crossover-promoting factor Hei10 and mutations in
helicase/topoisomerase complexes (e.g., 67, 86, 99, 314, 320). Such mutations allow noncrossover-
fated interactions (which are in great excess over crossover interactions) to give rise efficiently and
aberrantly to crossovers.

5. HOMOLOG PAIRING

5.1. Background

How do homologs manage to identify one another and become closely juxtaposed regularly along
their lengths on a biologically relevant timescale without producing a tangled mess? These chal-
lenges are especially dramatic for organisms with very long chromosomes, even as they achieve
full synapsis in very crowded states (Figure 6a,b).

5.1.1. DSB-mediated axis coalignment leading to synapsis. Homolog identification at the
DNA level produces the ends-apart nascent D-loop configuration that comprises a first linkage
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(Caption appears on following page)
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Figure 6 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Homolog pairing. (a,b) Arabidopsis arenosa illustrates the complex paths of chromosomes not only (a) before
coalignment when no SC is present but also (b) after SC formation. Panels a and b adapted from illustrations
provided by Chris Morgan. (c) End-led motion of a Caenorhabditis elegans single-chromosome trajectory
(ends in green) is depicted, as promoted by cytoskeletal dynein moving along microtubules. Panel adapted
with permission from Reference 371. (d) In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, all chromosome ends are clustered at
the spindle pole body (SPB; magenta and white asterisk), which is moved back and forth along an elongated
cell by dynein motors. (Right) Homologous loci typically pair when the SPB is at the cell pole and the
nucleus is elongated, whereas they unpair when the SPB is in the cell center and the nucleus is rounder.
Panel adapted with permission from Reference 44. (e) The classical bouquet in flatworm is depicted. Panel
adapted from Reference 111. ( f ) Interlockings at zygotene in human spermatocytes are depicted. Panel
adapted with permission from Reference 293. (g,h) Fundamental requirements for the resolution of
interlocks are shown. (g) Two ways that whole-chromosome relationships can be regularized are depicted.
(h) Recombination interactions constrain interlock resolution (red X) regardless of how whole-chromosome
relationships are regularized, by pass-through (left) or sliding out the end (right). Abbreviations: SC,
synaptonemal complex; SPB, spindle pole body.

between homologs (Figure 4e). However, regular spatial coalignment along the lengths of the
chromosomes cannot be achieved by DNA/DNA contacts within diffuse chromatin. Accordingly,
it is the association of recombination complexes with axes that allows these links tomediate regular
spatial juxtaposition along chromosome lengths, after which SC can be installed (Figure 4e).

5.1.2. DNA/DNA homology searching. How a DSB carries out homology searching is
unclear. One model suggests that the leading DSB end is released from its DSB–donor axis as-
sociation to create a homology-searching tentacle (181, 274). Alternatively, both DSB ends may
remain associated with their original sister chromatid during the search.The latter scenario would
imply a strong dependence on factors that bring homologous regions into close proximity.

The search process itself is subject to the same general requirements as all other RecA
(homolog)-mediated searches. A RecA homolog/ssDNA filament searches proximate chromoso-
mal regions in one, two, and three dimensions (i.e., sliding, intersegmental transfer, and collision),
aided by simultaneous multivalent interactions (16, 278). The search process must also solve the
speed-stability paradox. In brief, if pseudohomologous interactions are stable (and thus long-lived)
enough to allow efficient discrimination between perfect and imperfect homology, it will take too
long to sort through all of the alternative partners, but if the interactions are weak enough to
allow rapid searching, they will not be adequate to sensitively discriminate perfect from imper-
fect matches (236). Suggested solutions to this paradox involve multistep kinetic effects (377).
Interestingly, however, the speed of homology searching is unlikely to be the rate-limiting step in
partner identification, as shown by the speed with which a RecA-bound oligonucleotide identifies
its correct partner in vitro (376).

5.1.3. Atypical pairing and segregation. In D. melanogaster and B. mori female, as well as in
C. elegans meiosis, SC forms between homologs before, in the absence of, or independent of re-
combination, respectively (85, 98, 169, 301). By contrast, in S. pombe and T. thermophila, there are
many recombination interactions but no SC (221, 303).

5.2. How to Think About Pairing

If pairing of long, thin chromosomes began with those chromosomes randomly distributed and
intermingled throughout the nucleus, the challenges to both homolog searching/identification
and achieving acceptable topological relationships would be severe. Many different processes act
synergistically to both avoid and overcome this situation, but they can be understood as the sum
of two basic components.
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First, multiple effects tend to place corresponding (allelic) regions of homologs in correlated
dispositions. Any such process, in turn, will confer several concomitant advantages: (a) It will
facilitate homology identification because the dimensionality, volume, and genomic complexity
of the search process will be reduced. (b) Partner identification at the whole-chromosome level
will be facilitated because of reductions in the extent to which a DSB must drag the rest of the
chromosome along during the search process and in the number of chromosomes that might lie
between the searchingDSB and its corresponding partner region to complexify the search process.
(c) The topological complexity of the chromosome milieu will be simplified, thereby reducing the
chance that unacceptable relationships (e.g., entanglements/interlocks) will arise. A constellation
of such processes act to increasing effect as the pairing process progresses, finally allowing a regular
outcome (398).

Second, despite many facilitating effects, topologically unacceptable relationships nonetheless
do arise. These must be (and are) actively eliminated. Other types of inappropriate contacts must
also be eliminated. These processes, discussed below, have been reviewed (e.g., 187, 395, 398).

5.3. Nonrandom Chromosome Positioning Facilitates Homology Searching
and Promotes Regular Topology

In many organisms, specific relative dispositions of different chromosomes facilitate homolog
pairing. Some features are common to all studied organisms while others are organism-specific.

5.3.1. Clustering and coupling of centromeres or chromosome ends. Many organisms
exhibit spatial clustering of centromeres or pericentric heterochromatin, often reflecting the
persistence of the Rabl orientation created by anaphase of the preceding mitotic division. This
organization places allelic regions at similar latitudes with respect to the cluster, thus simplifying
spatial relationships between homologs (21, 307, 308, 396). Pairwise, homology-independent as-
sociations between centromeres (aka coupling) also likely contribute to pairing (discussed in 196).
In some organisms, pairwise homology-independent and/or homology-dependent associations of
telomeres also occur early in the pairing process (e.g., 118).

5.3.2. Telomere–nuclear envelope association. In most organisms analyzed so far, chromo-
some ends (telomeres) are associated with the nuclear envelope throughout the pairing period
(105, 309, 396) (Figure 2e). This feature allows homology searching among regions close to
chromosome ends to occur in two dimensions rather than three. Indeed, in budding yeast,
the farther that dispersed sequences are from their nearest telomere, the less likely they are to
engage in ectopic recombination, a proxy for recombination-mediated pairing (312). Nuclear en-
velope association also prevents ends from threading through the matrix of internal chromosome
regions, therebyminimizing one potential source of entanglements. Finally, this association allows
cytoskeleton-mediated telomere-led chromosome motion.

5.3.3. DSB-independent pairing. Homologs can pair without the involvement of DSBs or
RecA homologs (Dmc1 and/or Rad51). In meiosis, such pairing occurs prior to the initiation
of recombination and can be genome wide or localized to, for example, centromeres or telom-
eres (398). In S. pombe, such pairing occurs globally and involves RNA-mediated phase separation
(87). In C. elegans, pairing occurs in specific regions at chromosome ends (called pairing centers)
and involves zinc finger proteins (which, however, do not specify all of the necessary informa-
tion) (298). Recombination-independent pairing can also occur globally, as seen in budding yeast,
mouse, andD.melanogaster (398). Interestingly, inDrosophila, recombination-independent pairing
is famously present in somatic cells but is then lost in the germline before being reestablished
in early meiosis (37, 167). And in budding yeast, pairing might occur in two phases: globally and
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then in direct association with DSB formation (373). Finally, in many filamentous fungi, homol-
ogous sequences present at two or more dispersed positions in the genome can be silenced in the
recombination-independent process of repeat-induced point mutation/methylation induced pre-
meiotically (RIP/MIP) before karyogamy and thus meiosis. Sequences that are present on only
one of the two homologs are similarly silenced at onset of meiosis in the process of meiotic si-
lencing by unpaired DNA (MSUD) (232, 296). Several types of direct DNA–DNA interactions
have been proposed to explain such phenomena (197, 296), as has a structure-based bar code
(159).

5.3.4. Co-orientation of unrelated chromosomes by pulses of end-led motion. Univer-
sally, specifically during the pairing period, nuclear envelope–associated chromosome ends are
actively moved by cytoskeletal motors via robust linkage to and through the nuclear envelope
(via SUN/KASH proteins) (e.g., Figure 6c,d). Chromosome ends are transported along nucleus-
associated actin or tubulin filaments via cognate motor proteins (146, 192, 208, 218, 259, 301,
310) with correspondingly rapid motion (259, 371). End-led motions are important not only in
the canonical program but also in D. melanogaster male meiosis, where both recombination and
SC are absent (301). Interestingly, similar motions are triggered by telomere defects in mitotic
cells (53). End-led motions are accompanied by chromosome deformations, often with correlated
nuclear deformations, and/or are enabled by weakening of nuclear lamins (192, 275, 310, 387).
Cytoskeleton-mediated whole-nucleus rotations also occur (218).

Disruption of chromosome end motion by chemical or genetic intervention can result in de-
fects or delays in spatial association of homologs, increased association of unrelated chromosomes
via ectopic recombination, promiscuousDSB-independent pairing interactions, and increased lev-
els of interlocks (e.g., 218). Thus, overall, motion promotes partner identification, helps to avoid
and/or eliminate topologically inappropriate relationships, and serves as a stringency factor to
eliminate unwanted linkages.

A central effect of end-led motion is that groups of ends tend to move coordinately. This is
dramatic in S. pombe, an exceptional case in which all telomeres are stably grouped into a tight
cluster associated with the spindle pole body (fungal centrosome equivalent), which is moved
back and forth along the length of a highly elongated cell in a so-called horsetail motion (44,
146) (Figure 6d). This movement has critical implications. Each phase of motion tends to align
all chromosomes, nonspecifically, thereby placing allelic regions at corresponding positions rel-
ative to the telomere cluster to favor both homolog identification and topological regularity.
At each change of direction, relationships are disrupted and recreated, providing new oppor-
tunities for pairing of still unpaired homologs. Interestingly, in this organism, back-and-forth
motion is initially accompanied by the establishment of recombination-independent pairing, with
recombination-mediated interactions occurring later (87, 88). Thus, substantial pairing with reg-
ular topology can be achieved by easily adjustable phase separation interactions before more
permanent recombination-mediated linkages are established.

The same principle may pertain to many organisms. In budding yeast and C. elegans, ever-
changing groups of chromosome ends undergo directed movement in different directions at
different times (191, 366). Coordinately moving ends may be directly associated (as in C. elegans)
or linked indirectly to a directly transported chromosome end, for example, by localization to
the surrounding region of nuclear envelope deformation (as in budding yeast). Sequential coordi-
nate movements involving different sets of ends will again allow pairing to propagate throughout
the genome. In this context, whole-nucleus rotation, which coordinately affects all chromosome
ends throughout the nucleus, should tend to promote the propagation of co-orientation inward
from the ends of the chromosomes along their lengths.
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The ciliate protist T. thermophila exhibits a related effect: Pairing is promoted by dramatic
elongation of the nucleus at the onset of meiosis with concomitant elongation and co-orientation
of chromosomes that are nuclear envelope–associated along their lengths (221, 222).

Interestingly, in budding yeast, dynamic motions occur during pachytene when pairing is
substantially completed, pointing to postpairing roles for motion (66, 191, 310).

5.3.5. Pairing should promote pairing. In Sordaria, where ends-apart nascent D-loop/axis
complexes are marked by Mer3 helicase, the absence of that activity results in a woven-basket
configuration of axes (325). Thus, some aspect of the act of homolog juxtaposition is, per se, im-
portant for regular coalignment. As one possibility, rapid juxtaposition of homolog axes at the
site of one coalignment interaction will, because of axis stiffness, tend to draw adjacent homolog
regions into closer proximity, concomitantly promoting both rapid and efficient homology iden-
tification in those regions and withdrawing the involved segment from the pairing pool, thus
minimizing entanglements (119, 325).Also, coordinate end-ledmovement of chromosomes paired
in end-proximal regions should promote pairing of downstream regions (246).

5.3.6. The bouquet. The bouquet configuration, in which all chromosome ends are clustered
in a restricted region of the nuclear envelope, is a common feature of meiotic prophase, described
in detail more than a century ago (111) (Figure 6e). Although this configuration is widely assumed
to favor speed and regularity of homolog pairing (307), this view is likely too simple. Sets of
chromosome ends tend to colocalize throughout leptotene/zygotene; however, the classical tight
bouquet configuration is a transient state that appears at late leptotene/zygotene, after coalign-
ment pairing is mostly complete, and disappears at early pachytene, pointing to a late role (395,
397). Cytoskeleton-mediated end-led motion likely underlies movement of chromosome ends
into the bouquet state, but what causes all ends to cluster is not known. Interestingly, however,
the formation of a tight bouquet is part of an overall reorganization of the nuclear envelope,
including massive clustering of nuclear pores in regions separated from telomere clusters (396).
Perhaps this nuclear reorganization drives chromosome ends into a tight bouquet formation.
What causes the bouquet configuration to be lost at early pachytene, when chromosome ends
redistribute around the nuclear periphery, is also not known.

5.3.7. Nuclear volume. A universal feature of meiosis is an increase in nuclear volume through-
out the pairing/synapsis period (e.g., 394). It is tempting to link this increase to the need for space
for chromosome movement during chromosome coalignment and interlock resolution.

5.4. Topological Chromosome Entanglements/Interlocks Are
Actively Eliminated

An early finding from light microscopy, since confirmed by EM and fluorescence imaging, was the
observation of interlocks: configurations in which SC has formed on either side of an entrapped
chromosome or pair of chromosomes (293, 397) (Figure 6f ). Topologically inappropriate chro-
mosome configurations also occur at earlier stages, among axes that are not yet linked by SC
(325). Nonetheless, by mid-pachytene, no such configurations are observed (292, 325), implying
that they are actively removed. Effects that result in removal of interlocks are targeted to twomain
interrelated challenges (Figure 6g,h).

5.4.1. Regularization of whole-chromosome paths. Removal of an unacceptable topologi-
cal relationship between/among whole-chromosome paths necessarily requires movement of the
entrapped and entrapping chromosome regions relative to one another. Such an outcome can be
achieved in three possible ways (293). (a) An entrapping whole chromosome can be broken and an
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entrapped chromosome or chromosomes passed through the break (Figure 6g). (b) An entrapped
chromosome (or pair of connected homologs) can move outward to an end of the entrapping
chromosome (Figure 6g). (c) An entrapped bivalent may be released from the nuclear envelope
and withdrawn through the open entrapping region.

The first possibility arose because, in a classical interlock configuration, the entrapped chro-
mosome region is flanked on both sides by SC (e.g.,Figure 6f ). Since the SC was assumed to be a
stable structure, the only way to resolve the situation would be to break one entrapping chromo-
some, allowing the entrapped chromosome to slide through the gap. Accordingly, it was proposed
that disassembly of axes locally at the interlocked site (as is observed) would be followed by ap-
propriately directed TopoII-mediated duplex/duplex passage, after which axis continuity could be
restored (353). And more recently, an increase in interlockings in the absence of TopoII has been
reported (229). However, it is now known that the SC is a highly dynamic structure (299) and can
therefore be expected to undergo adjustment in response to external forces. Thus, in an interlock
where SC segments surround an entrapped chromosome(s), the SC could undergo depolymer-
ization and repolymerization to allow that chromosome to move outward for resolution. In this
scenario, TopoII would have other roles.

The second possibility has arisen because configurations involving splayed ends of a homolog
pair can be observed, suggestive of recent release of an entrapped chromosome (292). The re-
quired outwardmovement could be promoted by cytoskeleton-mediated end-ledmotions without
detachment of end(s) from the nuclear envelope. Alternatively, interlock resolution could be re-
lated to the fact that the bouquet configuration dissipates at early pachytene, when chromosome
ends redisperse around the nuclear envelope. The outcome of this transition will be a concerted
springing apart of ends, which would intrinsically tend to promote movement of any entrapped
chromosome outward through the entrapping chromosomes. Such an effect could explain why in-
terlocks are finally resolved specifically during early pachytene.The third possibility has arisen due
to observation of configurations in which an entrapped chromosome seems poised to withdraw
through an entrapping hole (325).

5.4.2. Removal of constraining recombination linkages. Interlocks are formed during the
process of homolog coalignment, which is mediated by recombination interactions that link ho-
molog axes (Sections 3 and 4). Thus, topologically inappropriate configurations will be locked
in by recombination interactions. These interactions are molecularly stable links; moreover, each
homolog undergoes many such interactions. Thus, removal of constraining recombination in-
teractions is a major challenge for interlock resolution. This challenge persists regardless of how
whole-chromosome relationships are resolved (Figure 6h). Any or all of themechanisms discussed
below are possible.

5.4.2.1. Crossover interference. Crossover interference causes most DNA intermediates to be
directed toward the noncrossover fate, with concomitant loss of homolog linkages. Removal of
these interactions would allow movement of the entrapped chromosome out through the ends
of the entrapping chromosomes. This could be a powerful effect, especially if coalignment and
interference are occurring concurrently (see Section 6). Such interplay has been suggested for
Arabidopsis arenosa tetraploids (246).

5.4.2.2. Sensing stalled recombination. In a region involved in an entrapment, recombination
interactions between widely separated homologs may be stalled at some intermediate stage. Such
interactions could be removed by a damage response pathway, with resolution to interhomolog
noncrossover or intersister outcomes. In accord with this idea, interlock frequency is increased
in the absence of Mlh1, which resolves dHJs during meiosis but participates in recognition and
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regularization of nonnative DNA structures during mismatch repair (325). Type I topoisomerase/
helicase complexes should also participate in such effects via their ability to dissociate off-pathway
recombination intermediates.

5.4.2.3. Topoisomerase-mediated decatenation. Absence of TopoII increases interlocking in
A. thaliana (229). This could reflect a direct role for topoisomerase activity in the passage of
one pair of sister chromatids through another (see Section 5.4.1). Alternatively, TopoII-mediated
breakage and rejoining of a recombination bridge between entrapping homologs might allow the
release of an entrapped chromosome, and/or TopoII might remove catenations among unrelated
chromosomes that otherwise would block interlock resolution.

5.4.2.4. Local diffuseness. Sites of entanglements/interlocks tend to undergo axis disassembly,
with diffuse chromatin at the involved location (148). This could potentially be a sign of a damage
checkpoint response that enables resolution of recombination intermediates.

5.4.2.5. Conclusion. Unresolved interlocks will entrap unrelated chromosomes at metaphase
I, inhibiting their correct segregation. Thus, interlock removal is a critical process, whatever its
component mechanism(s).

5.4.3. Disruption of other unwanted contacts. Inappropriate pairing contacts can occur be-
tween partially homologous sequences; between perfectly homologous regions that are located in
nonallelic positions (ectopically); and, in C. elegans, between nonhomologous chromosome ends
that share binding of the same zinc finger pairing protein (298). Additionally, contacts between
chromatin and the nuclear envelope and/or topological catenations between unrelated chromo-
somes can impede regular pairing. Pulses of end-led motions will tend to disrupt such unwanted
linkages, either directly or by providing directionality to dissociation/reassociation reactions (see
Section 6).

5.5. Pairing and the Synaptonemal Complex

The SC is a cytologically prominent pairing structure (Figure 3d). Nonetheless, it is not respon-
sible for either homolog recognition or juxtaposition. Correspondingly, in aberrant situations, SC
can be installed independent of homology to link any two axes that come close enough together,
for example, between nonhomologous regions or chromosomes, between the two arms of the
same chromosome that fold back on one another, and in structural aggregates (polycomplexes)
that occur inside or outside the nucleus (257, 397).

5.5.1. Is the full-length synaptonemal complex a structure for interference-dictated pair-
ing maintenance? The SC was traditionally thought to have evolved in order to promote the
biochemical events of recombination, for example, by stabilizing crossover recombination com-
plexes. And, indeed, the SC clearly is important for the recruitment of molecules and execution
of the final stages of crossover formation (155). We have, however, previously suggested that the
fundamental evolutionarily driven role for extension of SC along the lengths of the chromosomes
may be to maintain homolog pairing (183). Once crossover interference has been implemented
and noncrossover-fated interactions have sufficiently progressed, crossovers will comprise the
only remaining connections between homologs. Moreover, due to the effects of interference,
crossovers are generally few and far between, especially along long chromosomes. Thus, the SC
will be essential in maintaining a neat and regular relationship between homologs throughout
pachytene, specifically because of the effects of crossover interference. This relationship could
explain, for example, why S. pombe and Aspergillus nidulans lack both the SC and robust crossover
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interference (96, 303): In the absence of interference, crossovers occur along all chromosomes in
large numbers, thus bypassing the need for an SC (183).

5.5.2. Two-stage evolution of the synaptonemal complex? The above scenario has the corol-
lary implication that the presence of an SC all along the chromosomes might have evolved in
response to the evolution of crossover interference. Crossover interference may have evolved first
because of the advantages it confers in determining crossover number and genetic shuffling (see
Section 6). Its emergence would, in turn, have driven evolution of full-length SC. This scenario
would imply that the SC is not required for crossover interference, in accord with the situation
in at least some organisms (see Section 6). It is also opposite of the idea that, in organisms that
lack both features (e.g., S. pombe and A. nidulans), it is the absence of the SC that is responsible for
absence of interference (95) (see Section 6).

Alternatively, SC formation along the chromosomes might have evolved first, as a primordial
pairing process, thereby creating conditions permissive for the subsequent evolution of recombi-
nation connections and crossover interference. The existence of organisms that have SC but no
recombination (e.g., B. mori females) could support this alternative possibility.

Finally, the SC might have evolved in two stages, first to promote events specifically at sites
of crossovers and later to ensure postinterference pairing. The first stage would explain the
widespread nucleation of SC formation at crossover sites (see Section 6), the persistence of the
SCs at crossover sites throughout the diplotene stage when most SCs have been disassembled
(see Section 7), and the fact that some organisms only install SCs locally at crossover/chiasma
sites, without extension along the lengths of the chromosomes (e.g., 69, 350).

In the second stage, once crossover interference emerged, SC nucleation at recombination sites
would be expanded to include also other (noncrossover-fated) sites, thus allowing SC propagation
along the lengths of chromosomes. This possibility is supported by the finding in Sordaria that the
primary effect of interference is to produce evenly spaced SC nucleation sites, a subset of which
are also (interfering) crossover sites and the remainder of which are a subset of noncrossover-fated
sites (388). Interference-mediated SC nucleation thus has the dual function of promoting efficient
installation of SC all along the lengths of homologs and allowing for special local relationships
between crossover sites and the SC. It has also been suggested that “CO control inmost species has
been adjusted such that synapsis is initiated efficiently, but CO formation is limited to a relatively
low level” (143, p. 37).

5.5.3. Summary. Despite its complexities, the meiotic pairing process can be boiled down to
two components. First, multiple sequential processes tend to bring corresponding regions on ho-
mologs into close proximity, with two concomitant effects: (a) simplification and acceleration of
DSB-mediated homology searching and (b) reduction of the probability that coalignment pair-
ing will entrap entanglements. Second, additional processes eliminate unwanted contacts and
inappropriate topologies.

6. CROSSOVER INTERFERENCE

Despite (or perhaps because of ) considerable progress, current discussions of crossover patterning
and related events are primarily dominated by questions rather than answers (103, 186, 276, 352,
358, 360) (see Sections 3 and 4).

6.1. Basics of Crossover Interference

As described above, crossover patterning involves (a) the creation of an array of undifferentiated
precursor interactions, poised to undergo regulated fate determination; (b) the designation of a
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subset of those precursor interactions to be crossovers, with noncrossover formation as the de-
fault option; and (c) each designation event triggering an inhibitory signal that spreads along the
chromosomes and reduces the probability that subsequent designation(s) will occur nearby. Thus,
the final array of crossovers is determined primarily by the balance between the strength of the
designation activity and the distance over which the interference signal acts. An increase (or de-
crease) in the number of crossovers with a corresponding decrease in spacing can be achieved by
either increasing (or decreasing) the strength of designation activity or decreasing (or increasing)
the distance over which the inhibitory signal spreads. This general framework can accommodate
diverse specific mechanisms for patterning. One logical framework that illustrates these effects
invokes a fill-in-the-holes process (Figure 7a).

6.1.1. Vocabulary note. From a mechanistic perspective, the term interference refers specifi-
cally to the spreading inhibitory signal. However, many perturbations other than an alteration in
that signal per se can alter crossover patterns and thus appear phenomenologically as alterations
in crossover interference.

6.1.2. The obligatory crossover. Occurrence of at least one crossover designation per homolog
pair (see Section 4) is likely ensured as an intrinsic feature of the crossover patterning process (358,
392).

6.1.3. Chromatid interference. A long-standing question is whether the choice of homolog
chromatids at one crossover site is influenced by which chromatids were involved in nearby
crossover(s). Thus far, such influences can be observed, but appear to be modest, even in budding
yeast where crossovers are especially close together (49, 100, 305).

6.1.4. Even spacing of precursors. Several lines of evidence suggest that undifferentiated pre-
cursor interactions tend to be evenly spaced, although this has not been extensively documented.
One outcome of this feature is that crossovers can exhibit a residual tendency for even spacing
even when the canonical interference process is not functioning (94).

6.1.5. When is crossover patterning implemented? Definition of the timing of crossover
patterning in any particular organism is limited by the earliest time at which a crossover-specific
marker is experimentally detectable. The first model for crossover interference was made at the
time of Janssens’s insight that diplotene chiasmata are sites of reciprocal crossovers between non-
sister chromatids (reviewed in 193) (Figure 1c). At that time, chiasmata were the only cytological
marker for crossover formation. Darlington (74) thus proposed that interference is the result of
mechanical effects that arise during diplotene compaction when chiasmata emerge, reasoning that
closely spaced chiasmata would be incompatible with (and thus eliminated by) the compaction
process. The availability of earlier markers for crossovers has since revealed that patterning is
imposed much earlier, during early/mid-prophase. As described above, the patterning occurs at
leptotene/zygotene in budding yeast and Sordaria and might occur at that same stage or later,
during pachytene, in other organisms.

6.2. Crossover Interference Spreads Along Prophase Structures: The Metric
of Interference Spreading Is Physical Distance Along Chromosomes

Crossover interference was originally discovered by genetic analysis, with effects therefore mea-
sured in genetic distance [centiMorgans (cMs)] (249) (Figure 1e). However, subsequent work has
shown that the actual metric for spreading of crossover interference is physical distance along
the chromosome, measured in microns, rather than either genetic distance or genomic distance
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Figure 7

Crossover interference and chiasma maturation. (a) Simple fill-in-the-holes logic for crossover patterning. Precursors (green) are acted
upon by crossover designation (red balls), which nucleates spreading crossover interference (red arrows). Sequential designation events
fill in the holes between prior events to give evenly spaced crossovers (yellow stars). Panel adapted from Reference 357. (b) Crossover
interference assayed by Coefficient of Coincidence analysis (see Figures 1e and 5f ) in male and female mouse meiosis. If the genomic
positions of crossovers are used as the distance metric, interference appears to be stronger in males than in females (top) but if physical
positions of crossovers along prophase chromosomes are used as the metric, interference is the same in both sexes (bottom), implying
that the true metric for spreading of the interference signal is physical distance along the chromosome. Panel adapted with permission
from Reference 277. (See discussion in Reference 392.) (c,d) Chiasma maturation. (c) EM reconstitution of a serially sectioned diplotene
Sordaria nucleus. Chromosomes exhibit remaining short SC segments, each marked with a crossover-correlated recombination nodule
(e.g., detail in inset), in a number corresponding to the number of chiasmata (numbers indicate the section number). Panel adapted
from Reference 394. (d) Axis (green) remodeling, including axis fusion, at sites of last SC segments (red), during diplotene chiasma
maturation in mouse spermatocytes. Panel adapted from Reference 287. Abbreviations: CO, crossover; EM, electron microscopy; SC,
synaptonemal complex.

[megabases (Mbs)]. For example, in mouse and human, chromosomes are longer in females than
in males, but the spacing of crossovers along pachytene SCs (and thus the interference distance)
is the same in both sexes, with analogous effects in plants (90, 357). By contrast, if the inter-
ference distance were defined in cM or Mb, it would seem as though interference was lower in
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females versus males even though, mechanistically, the situation is identical in the two sexes (277)
(Figure 7b).

Such comparisons further suggest that interference spreads along the axial structures of the
chromosomes rather than through the chromatin loops. Longer (shorter) chromosomes exhibit
the same interference distance in micron axis length even though they exhibit (shorter/longer)
loops and thus lower (higher) longitudinal chromatin density (128, 357). Similarly, interference
spreads smoothly across centromeres despite their notably different chromatin compositions (and
very small number of crossovers) (65). In tomato, the interference distance is relatively constant
along the chromosomes despite variations in chromatin packing (aka loop size) (391).

6.2.1. Chromosome axes or SCs? The question then arises as to whether interference spreads
along the homolog axes alone, involves polymerization of the SC, or spreads along the already-
formed SC.

6.2.2. Budding yeast and Sordaria. Several lines of evidence identify chromosome axes, and
not the SC, as the conduit for the interference signal in both budding yeast and Sordaria. Thus,
the SC is not involved in crossover patterning in these organisms. This conclusion is supported
by additional evidence beyond that discussed in Section 3. In budding yeast, (a) foci of ZMM
protein Zip2, which mark crossover sites, exhibit an interference distribution along coaligned
axes in a mutant lacking SC transverse filament protein Zip1 (108); (b) interference, as defined
genetically, is robust in the absence of full SC formation in the zmm mutants spo16 and spo22
(317); and (c) mutations that directly affect interference spreading affect axis components (392). In
Sordaria, where SC formation is also a consequence of patterning, the interference distributions
of recombination nodules are seen even when the SC has just formed locally at nucleation sites
(388).

6.2.3. Other organisms. In accord with the idea that interference might occur during
pachytene, it is also often argued that the fully formed SC is a direct participant in interference-
mediated patterning, particularly in plants and C. elegans (38, 68, 92, 121, 163, 214, 245, 299, 352,
390). Nonetheless, critical roles of the SC for patterning in these and other organisms remain to
be established. In this regard, it is particularly notable that in budding yeast and Sordaria, the SC
transverse filament protein (Zip1/Sme4) is important for crossover formation even in the absence
of or prior to SC formation, respectively (91, 326).

Crossover interference is still present in D. melanogaster females when SC is discontinuous
along the chromosomes and in mouse when the SC-promoting axis component Sycp3 is absent
(78, 271).

■ InC. elegans, the SC is proposed to comprise a spatial compartment,within which diffusion is
constrained to create a crossover pattern (390). Partial depletion of SC transverse filament
protein SYP-1 results in discontinuous SCs and more closely spaced crossover-correlated
COSA-1 foci (214). While this has been interpreted as supporting a role for the SC in in-
terference, in other situations, failure of synapsis on one chromosome is known to result (as
an indirect effect) in increased numbers of crossovers and aberrant crossover patterning on
other chromosomes (41). This could explain crossover patterns seen in the SYP-1 depletion
case. In addition, a key characteristic of C. elegans crossover patterning is the occurrence of
only one crossover per bivalent, and this same constraint is seen in mutants devoid of the
SC, leading to the suggestion that the SC is not required for interference (367).

■ In A. thaliana, deletion of both SC transverse filament ZYP1 proteins results in robust
formation of Type I crossovers that do not exhibit interference as defined by genetic criteria
(40, 92, 104). This observation may again point straightforwardly to a role of the SC in
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mediating the spread of interference, for example, within a per-bivalent compartment.
However, an equally viable possibility is that the ZYP1 proteins are required in an earlier
role, for example, to arrest recombination complexes as is required to make them sensitive
to patterning regulation. In the absence of arrest, recombination complexes could undergo
unregulated crossover designations that would not only lack interference but would also
occur in simple proportion to the concentration of crossover-promoting factors. These
effects would explain why, in the absence of ZYP1s, Type I crossovers still occur but are no
longer proportional to axis length in males and females [which is characteristic of normally
patterned events (40)] and instead vary in frequency in correlation with the dosage of
crossover factor Hei10 (92). Also, in the absence of both ZYP1s, coalignment pairing never
reaches the 400-nm or 200-nm stages upon which crossover interference is imposed in
budding yeast and Sordaria (92, 104), while in single zyp1 mutants, the SC is again absent
but coalignment is more normal and the distribution of diplotene chiasmata is consistent
with operation of interference (266). Finally, in Sordaria, Sme4/Zip1 is known to have a
pre-SC role in initiating the interference/SC nucleation transition (91).

6.3. Who Is Driving the Bus?

Crossover patterning involves molecular events targeted to recombination complexes (e.g., back
migration of a pre-dHJ at the DNA level, phosphorylation of MutSγ, and/or accumulation of a
critical level of SUMOylated MutSγ (see Section 4). These DNA events might comprise the only
manifestations of patterning,with axes/SCs playing a passive platform role.Alternatively, axes/SCs
could be more directly involved in the patterning process. Regardless of mechanism, crossover
designation might involve a local change in an underlying structure at a recombination precursor
site, which would then trigger a corresponding molecular change in the associated recombination
complex plus an inhibitory signal at the structural level that propagates through the structure to
disfavor crossover designations at encountered structure-associated precursors.

Several considerations support active involvement of structures. (a) The interference signal in
budding yeast involves dynamic proteolytic turnover of axis components (392). (b) In Sordaria,
interference-mediated patterning has SC nucleation as its primary outcome, with or without em-
bedded crossover designation (388), suggesting that the basic effect of designation may occur at
the structural level, with effects on recombination complexes as an accompanying downstream
outcome. (c) Crossover designation in C. elegans induces a local expansion and elongation of the
chromosome, implying that crossover designation is accompanied by a correlated structural ef-
fect (214). (d) The SC is intrinsically a highly dynamic structure (307), allowing the possibility of
dynamic spreading effects within the structure. (e) Spatial patterns occur by transmission of me-
chanical stress along mitotic prophase chromosome axes, from which meiotic prophase axes are
derived (Section 8).

6.4. What Is the Mechanism of Interference Spreading?

Since Darlington’s original idea (74), many specific models for interference-mediated communi-
cation have been proposed.

6.4.1. Earlier models. Several explanations and models for crossover interference have been
proposed. They fall into different categories, which are not mutually exclusive but which remain
to be distinguished from one another experimentally before possible reconciliation.

6.4.1.1. Polymerization. Ultrastructural identification of SCs and recombination nodules led
to an early model in which crossover designation triggered polymerization of an unknown
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molecule along the SC (182). In this model, the distance between crossovers is determined by
kinetic effects, that is, the relative rates of crossover designation and polymerization.

6.4.1.2. Inchworm oozing. Heterochromatin also exhibits a tendency for spreading. The cur-
rent view is that modifications at one position promote analogous modifications at adjacent
positions (71). An analogous effect could apply to meiotic crossover interference.

6.4.1.3. Precursor counting. Genetic considerations provoked a model in which crossover pat-
terning proceeded sequentially along the chromosome by counting precursors, with crossovers
separated by a nonrandom number of precursors that give rise to noncrossover products (203).
This model has not been supported in budding yeast, most notably because variations in the
density of precursors (DSBs) do not alter the distance over which interference spreads (231).

6.4.1.4. Chromosome oscillation. Hultén (154), inspired by twisting of SCs and convergence
of homolog axes near sites of crossovers in chromosome spread preparations, proposed that os-
cillatory movements generated by telomere motion would generate waves along the lengths of
individual homologs, with crossing-over promoted by the proximity of parental homologs arising
at the nodal regions of these waves.

6.4.2. More recent models. Current discussions of crossover patterning consider two general
categories of models in which communication along chromosomes is provided by either (a) re-
distribution of mechanical stress along structures or (b) diffusion of a crossover-promoting factor.
Models based on either of these processes can explain crossover patterns. The two different sce-
narios remain to be critically distinguished from one another experimentally (but see Section 7),
and combinations of effects are always possible.

6.4.2.1. Mechanical stress. Mechanical stress comprises the deformation of an object out of
its equilibrium position and is measured in force exerted per unit area. An intrinsic feature is
that any change in mechanical stress tends automatically to spread along/through an object and,
moreover, tends to dissipate with distance (in imperfectly elastic systems) as the effects of force
are absorbed by encountered components. In physical systems (where, obviously, ATP is absent)
all spatial patterning is accomplished by such effects. Such an effect could underlie crossover in-
terference (25, 186). In this case, a stress-promoted event (resulting in crossover/SC nucleation
designation) would automatically result in local relief of stress. This effect, by its intrinsic nature,
would automatically tend to redistribute in the vicinity, dissipating with distance, thereby reduc-
ing the probability that subsequent stress-promoted events (i.e., crossover designations) would
occur in the nearby affected area. Significant support for the involvement of mechanical stress in
crossover patterning is given by analogies between meiotic chromosomes and mitotic chromo-
somes, which exhibit clear evidence of stress-mediating patterning along chromosome axes (54,
55) (Section 8).

6.4.2.2. Diffusion. In biological systems, patterning can arise by reaction–diffusion mecha-
nisms, for example, for even spacing of partitioning plasmids in Escherichia coli (161, 239). Such
mechanisms have been proposed to underlie crossover patterning (106, 390).

The emergence of condensate formation as a pervasive phenomenon in biological systems has
recently led to another idea: A critical factor might occur in a larger number of smaller com-
plexes (aka precursors) and then undergo diffusion to form a smaller number of stable assemblies
(aka crossover-fated complexes) by the process of Ostwald ripening or coarsening (103, 115, 244).
This change would be driven by a reduction in surface-to-volume ratio with competition among
available sites resulting in interference. Condensate-driven assembly is an attractive basis for the
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emergence of recombination complex foci, particularly in light of biochemical studies of DSB
complexes (374) and the identification of important roles for SUMOylation, which is known to
promote aggregation. However, even accepting that accumulation and Ostwald ripening occur, a
critical unanswered issue remains: Is this effect alone the cause of crossover patterning, as usually
proposed, or is it the consequence of other signals that directly comprise crossover designation
and secondarily target the observed effects?

6.4.2.3. Integration? It is possible to combine the imposition of crossover patterning by me-
chanical effects with condensate-mediated recombination complex formation. Focal assemblies in
subcellular systems can be driven by condensation of protein complexes onto surfaces (237). This
is an attractive model for formation of recombination ensembles on axes/SCs. Furthermore, the
Tau protein, which seems to localize to microtubules by surface condensation, tends to be tar-
geted to specific sites of microtubule deformation (i.e., flaws) (331), and in a mechanical model
for crossover patterning, precursor sites comprise stress-sensitive flaws (25, 186). Thus, diffusion,
condensation, and Ostwald ripening might all follow instructions provided by mechanical effects.
Alternatively, in a different logic, the condensation process itself might generate stress along the
surface of the substrate, which, by propagation outward, could preclude condensation at nearby
positions.

6.4.2.4. Summary. The nature of interference-mediated patterning remains substantially mys-
terious in virtually every aspect. Further understanding will require moving beyond current
approaches to biochemical and biophysical methods that directly address the underlying bases
of different possible mechanisms.

7. CHIASMA MATURATION

Crossing-over results in new paths along the two involved chromatids at the DNA level. How-
ever, regular segregation of whole chromosomes requires that new paths be also created across
the crossover site at the level of chromosome structure. That is, DNA exchange must be accom-
panied by axis exchange. Homolog axes generally exhibit no sign of discontinuity at pachytene.
Thus, axis exchange likely occurs during diplotene compaction. This makes sense mechanistically
because diplotene is, by its nature, a period of altered longitudinal axis organization. By analogy
with mitotic prometaphase (55, 113), diplotene chromosome shortening likely occurs globally by
modulation of the loop/axis structure to give shorter axes and longer loops.

During progression from pachytene to diplotene, short segments of the SC persist at sites of
emerging chiasmata, accompanied by late-stage crossover recombination complexes, for example,
EM nodules, Hei10 and/or Mlh1 foci, and axis component Hop1 plus cohesins (Figure 7c). This
ensemble appears to be important for chiasma maturation. The short SC segments initially con-
nect separate homolog axes and progressively diminish as chiasmata emerge (287) (Figure 7d).
Moreover, component SC segments are required to prevent unregulated fusion of homolog axes
at these positions, implying an active role in ongoing events (287). For example, a short SC
segment might somehow guide the formation of new loop/axis paths by providing a barrier to
loop extrusion. A role for the SC in stabilizing and guiding chiasma maturation at crossover
sites could potentially have been the original driving force for the evolution of this structure
(Section 5.5).

Given the presence of late-stage crossover recombination complexes, it is possible that res-
olution of dHJs to crossovers also occurs at this postpachytene stage, in coordination with axis
exchange.Close coupling of axis exchange and crossover finalization could help to ensure a regular
outcome.
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8. EVOLUTION OF THE MEIOTIC PROGRAM

How meiosis might have evolved has been extensively discussed from many perspectives (e.g., 18,
158, 183, 365).

8.1. Intersister to Interhomolog Progression

We have previously suggested that meiotic interhomolog interactions might have evolved from
mitotic intersister interactions (183). This possibility is sensible a priori and gains support from
several observations.

8.1.1. At the DNA level. First, in meiosis, the mitotic DSB repair process is diverted from
intersister to interhomolog bias. Then meiotic DSBs are catalyzed by Spo11, a TopoVI homolog.
It has been proposed that, during mitosis, the role of TopoVI is to decatenate replicated sister
chromatids (31). The Spo11/TopoVI complex binds and cleaves one duplex while binding and
passing a second duplex through the gap without cleavage. In meiosis, analogous binding of the
complex to duplexes from sister chromatids could explain why a DSB occurs on only one of two
sister chromatids (see Section 4).

8.1.2. At the whole-chromosome level. Meiotic prophase chromosomes have the same struc-
ture as mitotic mid-prophase chromosomes, with sister linear loop/axis arrays closely conjoined
into a single morphological unit (55, 213). During mitotic (intersister-biased) DSB repair, local
DNA damage recruits, and is then repaired in the context of, cohesin and other structural proteins
(13). The meiotic program of recombination-mediated interhomolog interactions is mediated by
recombination complex/axis association, which might have evolved from this process. Mitotic
chromosomes exhibit evenly spaced bridges between chromatid-sister axes from late prophase
onward (55), and meiotic chromosomes exhibit evenly spaced bridges between homolog axes at
late leptotene (91), an apparently analogous stage (186) (see Sections 2–4). Homolog segregation
at MI utilizes the same connection-based tension logic as segregation of sister chromatids during
mitosis. Moreover, crossovers between sister chromatids can cause them to segregate to opposite
poles in mitosis. Finally, in Sordaria, when premeiotic karyogamy is blocked, the entire interho-
molog interaction program, including crossover interference and SC formation, still occurs, but
now between sisters rather than between homologs (346).

8.1.3. A general hypothesis. The above idea can be expanded into a general framework for
how the meiotic interhomolog interaction program might have evolved from the mitotic pro-
gram (Figure 8a). This framework has four components. (a) The meiotic program could have
evolved from the prophase-G1 period of the mitotic cell cycle. (b) Throughout this period,mitotic
chromosomes are undergoing macroscopic morphogenetic changes. The same effects could drive
the meiotic interhomolog interaction program. (c) More specifically, morphogenetic changes in
mitotic chromosomes are likely mediated by mechanical effects. The same could be true for mei-
otic events with the important modification that the desired outcomes are achieved by targeting
stress to, and transducing its effects via, axis/SC-associated recombination complexes. (d) Corre-
spondingly, acquisition of recombination complex/axis association is the critical feature that has
enabled the evolution of meiosis. Convergent observations that lead to this general hypothesis are
described in the next section.

8.2. Mechanical Stress: From Crossover Interference to Chromatin Pressure

We have suggested that meiotic crossover patterning is governed by mechanical effects along
chromosome axes, with redistribution of mechanical stress providing the requisite communication
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along chromosomes (186). That idea raised an additional question: What could be the source
of this stress? In response, we proposed that mechanical stress arises within chromosomes via
chromatin pushing. Mechanical stress is measured in units of pressure (pascals) or, equivalently,
force per unit area (newtons per square meter or pounds per square inch). A segment of chromatin
free in solution, in a particular state and solvent condition, will occupy a particular envelope

(Caption appears on following page)
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Figure 8 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Meiotic and mitotic chromosomes. (a) Hypothesis for evolution of the meiotic interhomolog interaction
program. (b) Effects of pushing between adjacent chromatin loops along an axis. Panel adapted with
permission from Reference 186. (c–h) Mitotic chromosome morphogenesis. (c) Mitotic prophase
chromosomes are cooriented sister linear loop arrays, analogous to meiotic chromosomes. (d) Intensity-
weighted centroid paths of axes (TopoIIα) and chromatin (H2B-mCherry) are defined and analyzed for LH
and RH helicity. (e) Mitotic mid-prophase chromosome axes become progressively more deformed by (top)
development of perversions. At late prophase, concomitant with loss of bulk cohesin, (middle) sister axes
split in evenly spaced bubbles with (bottom) interaxis bridges developing at positions between bubbles.
( f ) Perversions along axes (red/blue) and chromatin (green/white) of mid-prophase chromosomes showing
half-helical segments of alternating handedness. Panels c–f adapted from Reference 55. (g) Proposed
explanation for late-prophase bridge emergence in panel e. Sister axes split and interaxis bridges arise at
positions of handedness changes, likely via coordinate effects of pushing stress along axes and between sister
chromatid chromatin arrays. Panel adapted from Reference 54. (h) Bridges between sister chromatids remain
throughout prometaphase/metaphase. Apparent helical coiling is, in fact, a consequence of the presence of
perversions. Panel adapted from Reference 55. (i,j) Strong similarities between (i) mitotic late prophase/
prometaphase and ( j) meiotic leptotene/zygotene (pink arrows). Chromatin volume increases and then
decreases in mitotic chromosomes (i, left) and meiotic chromosomes ( j, left). Volume increase is accompanied
by permanent sister separation in mitotic chromosomes (i, right) and a transient tendency for sister
separation in meiotic chromosomes ( j, right). Morphologically and compositionally analogous interaxis
bridges emerge concomitantly in both programs, between sisters in mitotic chromosomes (i, right) and
between homologs in meiosis ( j, right). Grey and black triangles correspond to chromatin expansion and
compaction, respectively, at the indicated stages. Panel i adapted from References 55 and 213; panel j adapted
from References 91 and 186. Abbreviations: LH, left handed; RH, right handed; TopoIIα, topoisomerase IIα.

volume. If that segment is constrained in some way, for example, by intersegment tether(s)
or because it is surrounded by other chromatin, it will tend to push against the constraining
feature(s) (e.g., 227). Such pushing forces comprise mechanical stress.

The chromatin of organized mitotic or meiotic chromosomes will be constrained along
their lengths by loop/axis organization and between sisters by their close juxtaposition. Within
such a structure, chromatin-pushing forces between adjacent loops can promote axis deforma-
tion and pushing forces between sister arrays can promote a tendency for sister axis separation
(Figure 8b). Pushing forces will also sensitize the chromosomes to molecular changes that weaken
the constraining features, which can lead to autocatalytic release of such features (213).

The above effects can, of course, also be modulated by changes in basic chromatin composi-
tion, solvent conditions (e.g., Mg++ or Ca++ concentrations) or other factors such as molecular
crowding. Importantly, stress-promoted changes can be either global or local. In the latter case,
they will occur preferentially at weak points in the system, that is, at the flaws.

8.3. Stress-Promoted Morphogenesis of Mitotic Chromosomes

Multiple observations suggest that chromatin pushing underlies basic events of chromosome
morphogenesis in the mitotic cell cycle.

8.3.1. Perversions. Linear loop/axis arrays of mitotic chromosomes (Figure 8c) exhibit regu-
larly alternating tendencies for right and left helical handedness, revealed by defining the paths
of the intensity-weighted centroids of chromosome axes (55) (Figure 8d–f ). Such handedness
changes are called perversions. Properties of these perversions imply that they arise from internal
mechanical stress, including their progressive emergence (Figure 8e) and their highly dynamic
readjustment (55). Perversions can be explained as deformations resulting from pushing between
adjacent chromatin loops: Helicity will place adjacent loops out of phase, thus reducing adjacent
pushing forces (54).
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8.3.2. Late prophase sister separation, chromosome expansion, and bridge emergence.
At late prophase, global cohesin is lost and the axes of mitotic sister chromatids separate in
parallel. Concomitantly, total chromosome volume increases (213). This progression fits the
paradigm of pushing-mediated autocatalytic loss of tethers (cohesins) with resultant release of
intersister pushing forces (which separate sisters) and a concomitant chromatin volume increase.
In addition, individual axes retain their perversions and become linked by evenly spaced inter-
axis bridges that comprise DNA and structural components, including residual cohesin (54, 55)
(Figure 8e,g,h). These bridges arise at the junctions between evenly spaced bubbles (Figure 8e)
whose size (and thus the distance between bridges) corresponds to two adjacent half-helices
(Figures 8g). These effects support a model in which bridges arise at positions where he-
lical handedness changes, which are intrinsic weak points along the axes (Figure 8g). Thus,
bridge emergence can be explained by the combined effects of pushing-mediated axis perversions
(generating weak points) and pushing-mediated separation of sister axes to create bubbles and
accompanying bridges (Figure 8g). Perversions and bridges remain present until anaphase, cor-
responding to the fact that metaphase chromosomes are not regularly helically coiled (for details
see 54, 55) (Figure 8h).

8.3.3. Pre-anaphase jumping apart. Immediately prior to the onset of anaphase, sister chro-
matids abruptly separate all along their lengths (56).This change is triggered by cleavage-mediated
removal of cohesin from bridges and results in bridge elongation (but not removal). Prior to this
transition, sister chromatid chromatin units point outward from bridges and thereafter rotate to
a parallel disposition. These effects are expected if initial bridges keep sister chromatin units too
close together along their axes, while release of cohesin allows those units to push one another into
a less constrained conformation with concomitant/resultant bridge elongation. A global tendency
for chromatin expansion precedes, and presumably enhances, these effects.

8.3.4. HEAT repeat proteins. Cohesin and condensin subunits prominently feature HEAT
repeats, arrays of α-helix pairs that make a solenoidal shape (382).Molecular dynamics simulations
suggest that HEAT repeats can sense and transduce mechanical stress (125).

8.4. Compaction/Expansion Stress Cycles

Inspection of spread budding yeast chromosomes at different stages of meiotic prophase revealed
cyclic alternation between periods of chromatin compaction and chromatin diffuseness in correla-
tion with classically defined stages (Figure 9a). Such alternations are also seen in other organisms
by other assays (Figure 9b), pointing to a universal picture (186). We suggested that these cycles
represent alternating accumulation and release of mechanical stress along/within chromosomes.
Additionally, there were early hints that analogous cycles occurred during the mitotic program,
with a specific relationship between the two programs. Subsequent studies have confirmed and
extended these suggestions.

8.4.1. Cycles in the mitotic program. It is now possible to formulate a nearly complete de-
scription of the mitotic cycle as a series of compaction/expansion cycles (Figure 9c). Periods of
compaction and expansion can be attributed, specifically, to periods of installation and release of
chromatin-constraining tethers, with corresponding resultant stress-promoted effects. Chromo-
somes become organized during G2 to mid-prophase, during which period linear loop/axis arrays
arise and sister chromatids go from loosely to tightly juxtaposed via association of their respec-
tive axes. The mid-prophase compaction state, with accompanying development of perversions, is
mediated by condensins and cohesins. It is followed by the late-prophase transition that includes
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Figure 9

Chromatin compaction/expansion (stress) cycles link the mitotic and meiotic programs. (a) Cyclic variations in chromatin
expansion/compaction status observed in spread budding yeast meiotic chromosomes in correlation with classical meiotic stages.
(b) Cyclic variations in chromatin diffuseness during pachytene of grasshopper Locusta migratoria. (c) Chromosome compaction/
expansion cycles (black/gray triangles) as defined for (top) the entire mitotic cell cycle and (middle) meiotic G1-prophase show direct
correspondence. (Bottom) The entire meiotic program may comprise a triplication of the period of the mitotic cell cycle when
chromosomes are individualized. (d) Axes of Sordaria prophase chromosomes (visualized by Spo76/Pds5-GFP) become more straight
and more relaxed (more curved) in the expected correlation with chromatin expansion and compaction, which should give more and
less distended axes. Panels a, b, and d adapted from Reference 186.

sister separation, chromatin expansion and bridge emergence enabled by bulk cohesin loss. Then
ensues classical prometaphase compaction, which in turn is followed by the pre-anaphase jumping
apart transition that includes further sister separation and chromatin expansion via further cohesin
loss. Anaphase is then a major compaction stage, accompanied by increased condensin localization
(243, 355). And at telophase, chromosomes dramatically expand into a diffuse stage, characterized
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by the absence of any cohesin- or condensin-mediated organization (2). As chromosomes then
enter G1 of the next cell cycle, they develop organization via large-scale cohesin-mediated loops
(TADS) (257), implying compaction. They then progress to S phase, which, due to the require-
ment for disorganization, might be considered an expansion period. After S phase, chromosomes
reenter G2 on their way to mid-prophase compaction.

8.4.2. Analogous cycles in themeiotic program imply an evolutionary relationship. Images
of meiotic prophase chromosomes suggest that chromatin expands during leptotene; compacts
during zygotene/early pachytene, with concomitant installation of the SC; expands again at mid-
pachytene and compacts at late pachytene; expands dramatically at the postpachytene diffuse stage;
and then compacts as chromosomes reform at diplotene (Figure 9a–c).

These meiotic cycles appear to reflect modulations of stress, as inferred for mitotic chro-
mosomes. Periods of expansion (compaction) include tendencies for increased (decreased) sister
separation at the axis and/or chromatin levels plus tendencies for chromosomes to be longitu-
dinally more (less) distended (e.g., Figure 9d), all predicted effects of global interloop pushing
between sister chromatids and along axes, respectively (186).

The meiotic prophase compaction/expansion cycles can be directly mapped to cycles seen for
organized mitotic chromosomes by two anchor points. First, the late leptotene/zygotene cycle
is closely analogous to mitotic late prophase/metaphase (Figure 8i,j). Late leptotene and late
mitotic prophase both exhibit a tendency for global sister separation, emergence of evenly spaced
interaxis bridges, and a concomitant volume increase (77, 91). Additionally, the meiotic bridges
are morphologically and structurally analogous to their mitotic counterparts but now link axes of
homologs rather than sisters. Second, the meiotic diffuse stage is, by its intrinsic nature, analogous
to mitotic telophase, another diffuse stage.

Given these anchor points, the meiotic prophase cycles from leptotene to diplotene should be
analogous to the mitotic cycles frommid-prophase to prometaphase, thus pointing to a direct evo-
lutionary relationship between the two periods.More generally, the entire meiotic program can be
seen to comprise early events of the mitotic cell cycle (G1, S2,G2), followed by the above series of
prophase cycles, followed by the two divisions, which can be directly related to the corresponding
events of mitosis (Figure 9c).

8.5. Functional Implications for Meiosis

The analogy between the meiotic leptotene/zygotene and mitotic prophase/prometaphase expan-
sion/compaction cycles is particularly notable. In Sordaria and budding yeast, late leptotene is the
time at which crossover interference is implemented (398) (see Section 6). More specifically, in
Sordaria, interference mediates SC nucleation, which occurs at a subset of late leptotene bridges
(91). The corresponding mitotic stage includes perversion-mediated emergence of bridges. This
analogy supports the idea that bridge emergence and crossover/SC nucleation patterning com-
prise a single mechanical stress-promoted transition. Further, SC nucleation involves contraction
along bridges (91). This effect could be a consequence of local relaxation resulting from a
stress-promoted bridge defect, with global relaxation at zygotene allowing the completion of SC
formation throughout the genome (25).

Recent findings support these interpretations. If bridge emergence is promoted by mechanical
stress that is pushing on constraining components, it could be expected that loss of an axis com-
ponent and/or intersister cohesin might cause chromosomes to blow up. In fact, in Sordaria, the
absence of meiotic HORMAD protein Hop1, meiotic cohesin Rec8, or a meiosis-specific func-
tion of Spo76/Pds6 all result in dramatic destabilization of chromosomes, at both the axis and
chromatin levels, exactly at this transition point.
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8.6. Synthesis

The above considerations suggest that, during the critical leptotene/zygotene transition of meio-
sis, the mechanical effects that underlie mitotic chromosome morphogenesis drive fundamental
events of the meiotic interhomolog interaction program. Importantly, during meiosis, these ef-
fects are targeted to sites of recombination interactions, which would thus function as weak points
(flaws) along the axes. Given that meiotic and mitotic chromosomes exhibit analogous com-
paction/expansion cycles, the same principle should operate throughout themeiotic interhomolog
interaction program. By this scenario, association of recombination complexes to chromosome
axes/SCs is the critical evolved feature that enables coupling of mitotic morphogenetic effects to
meiotic processes (Figure 8a).
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